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Floyd  Abrarns 
constitutional lawyer 

T HE LEFT HAS ALWAYS HAD A PROBLEM WITH PATRI- 
otism. There were a few recordings: Paul Robeson’s 
“The Lonesome Train” still resonates. There are some 

songs: No one has blessed America  more movingly than 
Woody Guthrie. But as  a general matter  the left seems sour 
on America and more sour still about  patriotism, 

More’s the pity.  It’s not that the  right hasn’t routinely  sub- 
stituted flag-waving for reason. Or even that a  dumb,  smug 
and myopic sort of Amencanism hasn’t been used to justify 
every national sin of which we’ve been capable. But none of 
that even begins to excuse the disdain with  which the left greets 
even a  tip of a  patriotic  hat. Adlal Stevenson understood that 
patriotlsm  could rightly be defined  as  the celebration of “the 
right to hold ideas that are different-the freedom of man 
to think as he pleases.” And he knew at  the same  time that 
“to strike  freedom of the  mind with the fist of patriotism” 
was “an old and ugly subtlety.” 

Why then,  the resistance on the left to  patriotic  appeals? 
Why such a crabbed view of Americanism at  its best? Why 
not celebrate Justice  Brennan? Or Justices  Marshall and 
Blackmun? Or the 200th anniversary of the Bill of Rights? 
Or a message of freedom  beamed  from  America to  the rest 
of the world that  has  often been received there but  too  often 
has been denigrated here? 

What the left criticizes about America is often  worth  criti- 
cizing. Its unwillingness to  celebrate  what we offer  the world 
at our best-and to call that patnotism-is not to its intel- 
lectual or moral credit. 

* 
Bruce  Anderson 
Editor, Anderson Valley Advertiser 

A IN’T A THING WRONG WITH A MODEST AND PRO- 
portionate  affection for the  land of one’s birth. I be- 
came  a  patriot at an early age, ca. 1948, through  a 

series of children’s books in my elementary  school when I 
moved from the apolitical adventures of Dick, Jane  and  Spot 
to George Washlngton Grows Up, Thomas Jefferson Grows 
Up, George Washington Carver Grows Up and on until I my- 
self had grown up  to the  inspiring tales of highly ethical ath- 
letes who  fought the great moral  battles of the day from the 
pitcher’s mound. Those  stories by John R. Tunis discussed 
the  fundamentals of justice in quite realistic ways. I  remem- 
ber wishing at the  time that Tunis’s Young Razzle or Honest 
Abe were around my elementary school when the school pnn- 
cipal was beating  the bqeezus  out of certain  kids who Just 
happened to be from  poor famlhes. By the  time I reached high 
school I was aware there were serious discrepancies between 
what  Amerlca said it was and what  America  ~n  fact was. But 
there remained the promise of Justice as guaranteed in the  fa- 
bles of my youth-the possibility that America could become 
as advert~sed.  “Hell’s bells,” I figured, “the great crimes are 
committed by the people who Own the place, not by me and 

my friends. None of it’s our fault.” By the time I was  in my 
early 20s I knew from my own experience that  most of my fel- 
low citizens were decent and kind in their everyday  lives  even 
if their political opinions  often severely and directly contra- 
dicted the more encouraging aspects of their personal deport- 
ment.  I  joined the Congress of Raclal Equality in 1962 in San 
Francisco when I was 21. From there my Journey, tiller always 
strong to the  left,  has been pretty  much like that of many of 
the people I know and admire  most, all of them  patriots, all 
of them still trying to reconclle the  theory  and  practice of 
America.  I’m all for the old red, white and blue. Always  have 
been, always will  be. I hope to live long enough  to  help get 
the place back from  the  hiJackers. 

* 
Lucia Annunziata 
Midd le  East cmapondent ,  La Repubblica 

I N RECENT  YEARS MY COUNTRY, ITALY, HAS BEEN  OVER- 
whelmed by a new type of Mafia-one that has  become 
rich through  control of state money for public works. In 

such  a role it has become a key player in public life, wlth the 
ability to push Its own politlcal  candidates and to gain sup- 
port  from  the  population by giving thousands of jobs. What 
does  the  Mafia have to do with patriotism?  In my opinion, 
what makes a  supposedly civillzed country like Italy  unable 
to shake itself  of this corruption  of public life  is a luck of pa- 
triotism, in the  original  meaning of thls word: a “sense of the 
state,” a sense of being part of a community, for which it is 
worthwhile to make  sacrifices and act morally. 

Patriotism in this version has never  been antagonistic to his- 
toric  internationalism.  Quite  the  contrary; in the liberal left 
tradition  one was the extension of the other. Today,  in the de- 
mocracies (and  America is no exception), we see this sense of 
the  state replaced by a jingoistic sense of one  country’s  honor, 
often  defined as antagonism to other  countries or ideologies. 

The gulf war has been a good example  of thls. America has 
fought  and won without sufflclently  questioning itself about 
present ethical issues and  future responsibllltles. And it has 
lacked any desire to understand the enemy-but that is a  stra- 
tegic mistake more  than  a  moral  one. 

The result is that  the West has-rightly-mourned Its  few 
hundred  troops who died  but  has  also  totally removed from 
public mention  the  thousands  who were kllled. Pletas for  the 
loser was shown even  by the  Romans in theu victory parades. 

The best form of patriotism  today  can be found every Sun- 
day at  the  football game. 

* 
Robert B1y 
met; teacher; author 

T HE YELLOW RIBBON IS THE LAST REFUGE OF A 
scoundrel. 

Patriotism  means an interest In your father,  hold- 
ing fathers in high regard, confrontmg your own father 
when it’s appropriate,  not behavmg llke a vlctlm child.  The 
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model 1s Cicero, who  attacked  Antony  with  biting  insults 
while he was in the  room and fought to keep the republic from 
becoming an empire. When a republic becomes an empire, the 
father sickens and dies, and being a  patriot is no longer 
possible. 

* 
Walter  Dean  Burnharn 
rnfior of government, university of !Iklxla 

P ATRIOTISM AT I T S  BEST IS THE AFFIRMATION OF 
certain essential human values that  bond  one indi- 
vidual to another, in what one might  call  a  country- 

specific way. Patriotlsm at Its worst is fetishistic  idolatry, the 
worship of the  tribe  and hence of oneself.  It is one of three 
great emotive  expressions that mark  modern history, the  other 
two of course being religion and socialist internationalism. 
As has been the  historic case with religion and  socialism,  pa- 
triotism readily lends itself to manipulation of mass publics 
by politicians and  other elites seeking “hot  buttons”  to push. 
It is this  sort of patriotism  (or  perhaps better, patrioteenng) 
that prompted John Qulncy Adams  to  comment  that when- 
ever  he  saw a  politician  start to wave the  flag,  he felt an  “in- 
voluntary  apprehension of mischief.” 

Patriotism is thus an inescapably, deeply ambiguous  phe- 
nomenon. What does it mean to “love one’s country”? Rally- 
mg around the  flag  can  be  a  fundamentally  valuable  human 
response to challenge. Who  can view the  history of the Civil 
War or World War I1 and  thmk otherwise? Still,  there  tends 
to  be a  left-right split in defining the meaning of loving one’s 
country  that parallels the two sides of this force. A relative- 
ly little rallying around  the flag, viewed in  historic time, goes 
a  long way; World War I1 does  not  happen very often. But 
efforts to promote it are  continuous, with or without any- 
thing in the environment that looks like a  rational  threat. The 
other  approach,  no less motivated by love of country, IS more 
critical. The reason  this is so is that  important elements 
of our national value system promise  thmgs that  the social, 
economic  and politlcal systems are not delivering. This  gap 
between promise and  performance  in  the  United  States cen- 
ters on the  structural deficiencies of a  capitalist civilizatlon 
and of its associated polltical system in the realization of those 
values. A patriot committed to the  elevation of the  human 
condmon in the United States has ample ground within its 
structure of values and  traditions for sustaming a critical 
stance. However, the  tribal-worship  side of the force can 
infinitely  appeal to many or most of us. Doing  the  other 
kind of  patriotism will thus always be uphill, not  to  mention 
steady, work. 

What  America  means to me is, ultimately, the Ideal of a 
soclety where no arbitrary limits are placed on anyone’s abil- 
i ty to reach and enjoy the  plenitude of hls or her  potential as 
an  adult  human being. The  historlc  American  accomplish- 
ment in this regard has of course often been desperately flawed 
along lines of race, gender and class. But it has nevertheless 
been mighty. We too  often tend to forget this. In  some  impor- 
tant respects, this  ideal is not  that  far removed from Marx’s 

primordial vision; there were good reasons for his ardent  sup- 
port of the  Union  cause  during  the  American Civil War. And 
it is somewhere in this  plane that the best ideals of  the his- 
toric  left  and of the American value system come very close 
together. Needless to say, these are  all  great  generalities; and 
God,  as always,  is in the details. But the vision endures, and 
i t  is no mean vision either. 

Perhaps I can lend a certain  autobiographical concreteness 
to the discussion. My forebears arrived on these shores across 
a span of time  extending  from 1620 to 1878. I have been very 
happily  married  for  a  generation to a woman whose  parents 
arrived here in 1929 from  Ireland, where they and their  fore- 
bears had endured seven centuries of imperialist and racist op- 
pression. None of these people were  rich and famous, but they 
generally prospered, and they  did their part to build  the coun- 
try. Various members of this family tree served in  colonial 
wars ,  the American Revolution, the War of 1812, the Civil War 
and World  War 11. I myself served in  the  armed forces dur- 
ing the Korean conflict, with distinct  pride if without  much 
pleasure. (A half-generation  later I was one of many  who  be- 
came  unalterably  opposed to the Vietnam War, but I saw and 
still see nothing  inconsistent in this.) The tree includes Prot- 
estant,  Catholic  and Jewish elements, and I take pride in each 
of these  traditions. 

This is after  all  a very Amencan story. The United  States 
is a palimpsest; it is always being “written over,” as it becomes 
something else over time  from  what it was. Being an  aggre- 
gation of  every race and people  under heaven, it  lacks the  as- 
sured  cultural  definition of national  identity that  one  finds 
in  European  nation-states.  That  creates  the  space for politi- 
cal  entrepreneurs to play a politics of divide-and-rule,  a chief 
feature of the  current regime under which we live. It also  has 
contributed  to  such exercises  in pathology in the  name of pa- 
triotism  as  the  House  Un-American Activlties Committee, 
Senator  Joseph  McCarthy and their  latter-day  successors. 
These too are  American stories. They underscore why it is nec- 
essary that  those with a different  concept of patriotism resist 
all efforts by the patrioteers,  those  speciallsts  in  invoking the 
Idols of the Tribe, to control  the  meaning of this  rich and  am- 
biguous power in the  land. 

* 
James Chace 
Henry R. k e  Profisor, Bard College 

M Y FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH POLITICS AS AN 
adult  act  of  commitment was  in Paris in 1954. After 
graduating from college, I went to Paris to study  art 

history and  ended  up being beaten by the French police for 
protesting  the  French war  in Indochina.  I was quite clear that 
I was opposed to the war because it was a legacy of  French 
colonialism. The French were slmply “wrong”: The war was 
immoral.  Vietnamese  nationalism,  whether o r  not  it was 
aligned with Communism, seemed to me irrelevant. As an 
American  I  stood  against  colonialism. That seemed to me 
in the  American grain. F.D.R., the only  President I had 
known In my boyhood,  had  opposed colonialism. French sol- 
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diers were being sacrificed for a  cause 
that  had  no moral  backing. 

But I was troubled  as I pondered  what 
I had  done. For an Amerlcan  who was 
drawn,  almost by accident, into  the  stu- 
dent  riots and protests, the  Indochina 
war, and especially the  tragic slege of 
Dien Bien Phu, which ended  in  a  French 
defeat, seemed to connect us to a larger 
scheme of suffering  and  judgments than 
we had ever known. It was not,  after 
all,  an  American war. I certainly never 
dreamed that it would become one. It 
seemed to me then, and it does now, that 
Vietnam  should have been looked upon 
as a region of marginal  strategic  signifi- 
cance  to  the  United States. Even those 
who  lamented  the  installation of a Com- 
munist regime should have understood 
that this was a consequence of French co- 
lonialism and, in any case, not  an  Amer- 
ican  concern. 

Patnotism meant to me then, as it does 
to me  now, that  America is a nation 
meant for some exceptional destiny. 
Should we not be what John Quincy 
Adams urged upon us-“the well-wisher 
to the freedom and independence of 
all”  but  “the  champion  and vindicator 
only of [our]  own”? If not, A d a m  was 
probably  right that we might be tempted 
to become “the dictatress of the  world” 
and  no longer “the ruler of [our] own 
spirit.” 

From that spring of 1954 in Paris, I 
began to understand  that  the United 
States  has on many occasions  lost  its 
sense of itself as  an exemplar of liberty. 
It has  too  often behaved as  an  ordinary 
nation,  perhaps no worse than  others, 
but also no better. Yet I can never  rest 
comfortably with that  notion. Of course, 
there is a grave danger in an American 
quest for perfection. But it  has  become 
equally evident to me that  the  United 
States cannot successfully pursue  a  for- 
eign pollcy without  a  significant  moral 
component. Patriotism  in  the  Ameri- 
can grain might be embedded in the  idea 
that America  must act-at home  and 
abroad-as an exemplar of liberty. To the 
extent that  America violates this  princi- 
ple, it is the  obligation of the citizen to 
dissent. For an American, I know of no 
other  definition of patriotism. 

* 
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Ramsey Clark 
Lazqyer;f~rmer U%ited, states Attorney General 

P ATRIOTISM OUGHT TO BE A PERSONAL COMMIT- 
ment to make one’s own country  honest  and  just  in 
all its acts. It  should  be a reasoned allegiance to the 

good  qualities and deeds of the people, their  culture,  institu- 
tions  and  governments. A patriot  should be first and most 
vigorous in criticizing and urging correction  of his or her 
country’s failures, omissions and wrongs. Patriotism  ought 
to motivate the whole country  to be as good a neighbor in the 
community of nations as the conscience of individuals mo- 
tivates  them to be in the communrtles where they Irve. Patri- 
otism properly practiced is essential to a foreign policy seeking 
worldwide peace, freedom and self-determined social justice, 
because love of country  can energize the people of a given 
place to a conscious, continuing  commitment to compel gov- 
ernment  accountability  for its role in  creating a Just society 
within the  country  and in its relations with others. 

Patriotism  as  commonly practiced has been a  principal 
cause of war and  exploitation. When it proclaims nationalist 
superiority over others, it is racist. When it compels absolute 
obedience to government authority, it is fascist. The greatest 
moral cowardice is obedience to  an order to commit an im- 
moral  act. When patriotism calls for the use of force to have 
its way, it becomes criminal. Might does not make  right 
among  nations any more than it does among individuals. 
When  patriotism seduces (I people  to  celebrate a military 
slaughter, the people have lost their vision. 

* 
Sandy Close 
Ezcutive editor, Ru$ic News Semrice 

M OST OF US WOULD FIGHT TO THE DEATH IN DE- 
feme of our  own lives, our loved ones, maybe even 
our property. But in an era of worldwide migratlons 

and travel, with lives  in flux, borders  coming  down,  multiple 
homelands and cultures. a world economy, international 
plagues and global popuIar culture, that sense of fierce attach- 
ment to one’s putria is dying. Polls showed overwhelming 
public support for the recent Mideast war, but without a draft 
or even skyrocketing gas prices, the gulf war  was hardly a 
litmus test for reawakened patriotic  sentiments. 

If patriotism is an anachronism,  are there common senti- 
ments  and values binding Americans together, beyond the be- 
lief in our right to pursue  our own individual  happiness? 

Despite the  left’s  deepening  sense of marginalization,  for 
the first  time  in  decades I think it 1s the left-the traditional 
naysayer-that  is arttculatlng the most widely endorsed  pub- 
lic values in  this society. Take human rights.  What began as 
the left’s effort  to extend the  principle of individual and civil 
rights to victims of state  abuses  abroad  has burgeoned into 
a worldwide crusade  for  human rights and democracy to 
which even President Bush must be  held accountable. 

Then  there is envlronrnentalism. The  preoccupation of 
a fringe element of the left in  the 196os, it now permeates Sat- 

urday morning prime-time TV cartoons in the  form of heroes 
like Vine Man  and  the  Mutant Ninja lbrtles. It’s possible 
that environmentalism  has become a new secular religion. 

Finally there is antimilitarism,  the big “NO” of the  left  in 
the 1960s that  today  finds  an  echo even on  the podiums of 
Washington’s gulf war victory celebrants: “No one hates war 
more than me,” Schwarzkopf told flag-waving crowds. 

In earlier times espousing  such universalist views would 
have marked one as unpatriotic (a common  accusation  made 
against leftists). Today, ironically. the values of  the left are 
dangerously in sync with a growing consensus about the  post- 
cold war “new world order.” By championing our values, we 
on  the left  could  find ourselves providing a velvet  glove for 
America’s latest  iron-fist rule as new world order supercop. 

The left looks not to national  governments  but to a genu- 
inely global  body like the U.N. to make the world safe  for  its 
values. Yet in the  absence of any  functioning  global govern- 
ment, let alone  transnational  parties,  the  left runs the risk of 
becoming an intellectual head without a body or a heart. Even 
as our universalist concerns are winning over elites around  the 
world, we find ourselves to  be alienated  prophets and high 
priests, disconnected from the mass constituencies of the poor, 
the oppressed and  the marginal we  have so long  championed. 

Some  hint of what  this gap means  hit  me on a recent trip 
to New York City to  attend a meeting of leading human  rights 
advocates, which was engaged, intense, even upbeat.  The  talk 
was of civil conflicts  in  distant countries. An  hour later when 
I got  off  the subway from midtown, I found  the stairs flanked 
by Guardian Angels passing out leaflets  describing how to 
avoid assault by a screwdriver-wielding man. It struck  me as 
ironic that  those protecting subway riders were street  toughs, 
and I thought how  little intercourse there is between the  human 
rights  offices on Fifth Avenue and the  downtown streets. 

The  gap reflects a wider political divergence: While  many 
Americans now agree on universalist values, there is no  con- 
sensus on pressing domestic issues facing the  nation,  partic- 
ularly its  disintegrating  social  fabric. In earlier crises, pride 
in  nation  (nationalism) served as  the glue holding society to- 
gether  through  hard times. Today many native-born  Ameri- 
cans are  particularly  hard  put to define  what it means to be 
American. What growing numbers of people do  now identi- 
fy with are  their communities-often self-defined  mutual- 
support networks. 

There’s no question that I identify with the left’s values. 
I regard due process a5 the  greatest  American contribution 
to a worldwide process of human liberation. Yet as a  journal- 
ist-as a human being-I feel drawn to those  communities 
on  the edge  holding themselves together with values not nec- 
essarily my own: black Muslim women, white  teen separatists, 
born-again  Christian  immigrants. 

Theirs is another movement growing in tandem with the 
universalist values of  the  left  but rooted in  neighborhood 
needs and  tribal  identities. The real challenge of the left is to 
figure out a way through  the  heart to those in this movement; 
to join the  loftiness of its vision with the  grittiness and loneli- 
ness of their lives. To put,  as  it were, the  human  back  into  the 
environment. 

Ir 
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Richard A. Cloward and 
Frances Fox Piven 
professor. Columbia University School of Social, Wmk professor. oraduate ck!n.kr, CUNY 

W E TAKE  PATRIOTISM TO MEAN LOVE OF NATION 
and  the loyalty that follows. My country  right or 
wrong. Even as an abstract  idea, it is hard to see 

how thinking people justify blind loyalty. And considered his- 
torically, patriotism is plainly dangerous, helping to unleash 
military rampages in the  name of nation  and  obliterating the 
essential democratic capacity to assess concrete and  particu- 
lar interests. 

The  ubiquitous loyalty to nation-state is puzzling. How is 
it that people become passionately devoted to the  abstraction 
of the  state  and its symbols? Propaganda could  not be the 
whole  of it. Perhaps some loyalties are virtually natural  to  the 
human  condition, such as  the  attachments  most feel for kin 
and community.  And  perhaps  nationalistic  propaganda ac- 
quires the force it  does because it draws on these axiomatic 
attachments. 

Still, there is a difference. However parochial  the ties that 
bind people to clan or place, these ties have something to do 
with the concrete experience of people, so that  threats to clan 
or place can  sometimes be assessed by direct experience. Not 
so with flag and  nation. When state leaders appeal to  patnot- 
ism, they mobilize citizens by invoking foreign threats  that 
cannot be assessed by ordinary people, except sometimes 

when it is too late, as in the aftermath of war. In  the process, 
not  only  are  people  made to sacrifice lives and resources to 
the contests of state-makers but  the emotions generated over- 
whelm popular capacities for a reasoned and  conflictual  do- 
mestic politics. Never has that been more obvious. 

* 
William Sloane Coffin 
Minister; preakh&, SANELFREEZE advisory board 

T HE WORST PATRIOTS ARE THOSE WHO HOLD CER- 
tainty  dearer than  truth, who, in order to spare  them- 
selves the  pain of thought,  are willing to inflict untold 

sufferings on others. Adolf Eichmann comes to mind. 
But if uncritical lovers  of their country are the most danger- 

ous of patriots, loveless critics are  hardly the best. If  you  love 
the good you  have to  hate evil, else you’re sentimental;  but if 
you hate evil more than you love the good, you’re a good hater. 

Surely the best patriots are those  who carry on  not  a  grudge 
fight but a lover’s quarrel  with their country. And the main 
burden of their quarrel in today’s and tomorrow’s world must 
be to persuade their fellow citizens that the planet itself is  now 
at risk,  and in an order of magnitude never previously even 
imagined. Hence, everyone’s security depends on everyone 
else’s. No one is safe until all are safe. 

The ancient Roman Tacitus defined  patriotism  as  entering 
into praiseworthy competition with our ancestors. I think we 
should enter  into praiseworthy competition with Washington 
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and Jefferson. As they  declared their independence from 
England,  let  us  declare our intedependence with all countries. 
Beyond saluting the flag, let  us  pledge  allegiance “to the earth, 
and  to the flora, fauna  and  human life that it supports; one 
planet  indivisible,  with clean air, soil and water,  liberty,  justice 
and peace for all.” 

Today our most relevant American patriot might well  be 
Thoreau, who, a hundred years  ago, said, “I am a citizen of 
the world first, and of this country at a  later and more 
convenient  hour.” 

* 
Stephen F’. Cohen 
f i r e c h ,  Russian studies, Princeton university 

ATRIOTISM IS NEVER HAVING TO SAY YOU DIDN’T 
1- KNOW. 

* 
Mario M. Cuorno 
Governor of New Yorlc 

L IKE MOST  OF US, MY FAMILY AND I OWE THIS NATION 
a great  debt for most of the many  good  things that have 
happened to us. So my patriotism rests on profound 

gratitude. But it goes  beyond that.  It is a love of country  that 
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calls not only for active support but also for  candor  and, 
occasionally, even tough love. 

Patriotism, for me, is rooted in the belief that my country 
will  behave in a decent and civilized  manner  toward those who 
live in it and  those who live outside it. To me, that means the 
guarantee of a  strong constitutional system that upholds  the 
principles of freedom and protects its people; a political 
leadership that is chosen in open elections; a philosophy of 
government that reflects a commitment to helping those who 
can’t help themselves; and a manner of relating to other 
sovereign nations that is governed by international legal 
precepts. 

The term “patriotism” seems to be raised most often in  the 
context of military action and at times has been used as a test 
of support for our country’s military activities. But I under- 
stand it to include a respect for contrasting viewpoints, an 
acceptance of dissent, a tolerance-and  even a welcoming-of 
the clashing diversity  of  voices that is uniquely American. In 
our democracy, patriotism ought not be the blind endorse- 
ment of a  particular government administration,  nor  should 
it require rigid conformity to whatever the  majority dic- 
tates. A proper patriotism would  recognize that there are 
no absolutes when  it  comes to solving our social or inter- 
national problems,  except the standard by which we must 
judge a l l  goals-our  willingness to help one another, and  to 
help others. 

* 
“Masterly intellectual  history.... 

A splendid, informed, eye-opening textual  tour of the acceptance, rejec- 
tion,  and acceptance  again of bio-social thought from the late l%h 
century  to  the present.” ”Richard A. Shweder, 

The New York Times Book Review 
(front page review) 

Pulitzer Prlze-wmnlng historlan Carl  Degler exammes the impact of Darwin 
and biological sclence on a century of soclal thought, ranging from Herbert 
Spencer and Willlam James, to Franz Boas and Margaret  Mead, to Konrad 
Lorenz and Edward 0. Wllson. 
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Mike Davis 
Member of e M  committee, New Left Review 

PATRIOTISM? 
The dead miners’  kids at Ludlow, 
human shadows at Hiroshima, 
headless charred corpses in the Iraqi desert, 
the smile on Ollie North’s face . . . 

* 
Benjamin DeMott 
F r o f e s e ~  d m ,  Amherst Couege; a u t h o r ;  & 

I ’M WARY OF NATIONALISTIC PRIDE FOR THE USUAL 
reasons.  In the first  place,  many  make the secret assump- 
tion that, as MaxFrisch puts it, “The nation to which we 

belong must be a model nation, simply  because we ourselves 
happen to belong to it.” In the second  place, the American 
events,  achievements and characteristic responses to life that 
stir me are either so remote or entangled in historical shame 
that the idea  of a living  white  male  taking  pride in them  seems, 
speaking mildly, presumptuous. 

No matter: I  admit  to  a residual patriotism. It arises from 
responsiveness to  a recurring American theme: the power of 
the (theoretically) weak to instruct the mighty. The “texts” 
embodying the theme are obvious:  moving  passages  of  his- 
tory (the late-nineteenth-century agrarian revolt, the great 
sitdown  strikes, the Montgomery bus boycott),  scenes  of  clas- 
sic American novels  (by  Melville, James, Dreiser, Faulkner), 
lines  of favorite American  poems  (by Whitman, Williams, 
Levine, others), heroic and lyrical jazz (from Armstrong to 
Getz). I see patriotism, in short, as the relished  memory of 
the nation’s  best self, and would  argue that, for this reason, 
its other name is hope. 

* 
Bernardine Dohrn 
Attorney, U g d  Assistam IQnmdath of Chicago 

F OR OBSCURE, PROBABLY CHILDHOOD, REASONS, 
the ritual singing  of the national anthem at baseball 
games is one place I have taken a stand, or rather kept 

my seat. As far as my children are concerned, this moment 
of embarrassment repeatedly presents them with a dilemma: 
Should they  go  get popcorn during the anthem? Should they 
agree  with my protest  or  only  with the reasons  behind  it? Will 
we be  hit  from behind by a beer can or worse?  And after all, 
isn’t this just a collective way of beginning a wonderful af- 

, ternoon at Wrigley Field,  much  like  the  seventh-inning  stretch 
and “Take  Me Out to the Ballgame,” rather than  a sanctioning 
of American  hegemony and military dominance of the world? 

The longing for community, citizenship, concrete partici- 
pation and a place on  the globe with  which one can identi- 
fy-these are impulses that are authentic,  nearly  universal and 
hopeful. Yet the aspects of patriotism that hush dissent, en- 
courage  going  along and sanction comfortable distancing and 
compliance with what is indecent and unacceptable, resting 

on the plunder of “others”-those aspects are too fundamen- 
tal to ignore or gloss over. Just ask  children: The flag and mis- 
siles have become fused. 

Patriotism asks us to be a passive, consuming audience of 
the United States as it is. Yet our task is to dig in both locally 
and internationally. We are less than 6 percent of the world’s 
people. Without  the ability to identify with other peoples as 
equally human, we  will not  discover our freedom, which  is 
linked to solidarity with others, and we will not survive. 

* 
Shvenka Drakulib 
Y w l a v  jmmdist  and noveliat 

I T IS VERY DIFFICULT FOR ME TO SPEAK ABOUT PATRI- 
otism and nationalism in this moment in the history of 
East  Central  Europe,  full of nationalist  tensions and con- 

flicts and on the brink of civil  war,  especially in my country. 
I can see that everywhere patriotism is on purpose confused 
with nationalism, and that  our feeling of love  is manipulated 
into  a poisonous hate  that makes us distrust our neighbors 
and lovers, our friends and children, our very  selves. For me, 
however, the difference is strikingly  simple: Patriotism is  love 
for  your country that doesn’t  include hate for the other, who- 
ever that  “other” may  be. For this is  precisely what national- 
ism is doing  to us, dividing us into good and bad Croats, 
Serbs, Albanians, Czechs,  Slovaks, Bulgarians, Tbrks, Jews, 
Hungarians or Romanians, forcing us to take one side only. 

This pressure for homogenization, for all people in the 
country  to be one, to form a nation, is the worst thing about 
nationalism. Because it abolishes all individual differences, 
it abolishes our personality too. It reduces us to a number in 
the mass, to one more voice  in the crowd, to one more death 
in the row. 

I don’t want to be a corpse on  a graveyard  of political illu- 
sions. That is  why I am a  patriot, but not a nationalist. As 
a patriot, I am free to love my country in the best way I can 
as an individual-a  writer and novelist  who cherishes  her lan- 
guage most of  all.  But if I  cannot do  that, if I amforced to 
“love”  it  in a way others define that love, then I am a prisoner 
in my country. 

Ir 

W ‘HO ISN’T A PATRIOT?  EVERYBODY CLAIMS THE 
designation and claims  loyalty to the  particular 
set of ideals and institutional arrangements they 

choose to identify as the essence of Americanism. Those of 
us  who  deplore the country’s  current  descent into macho mil- 
itarism refuse to cede patriotism to those who equate it with 
George  Bush’s  policies. We hold to a set  of  values older than 
Bush and more enduring than  a single (misguided) admin- 
istration. We hold to  an insistence that the needs  of people 
come before the displays  of  hardware,  however  technological- 
ly brilliant. We hold that all human life is valuable, and that 
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the view that some nationalities, races, religions, sexual ori- 
entations  and genders are more valuable than others disgraces 
the  notion of democracy-just as the growing disparities in 
wealth and privilege in our own country discredit the  notion 
that we are the exemplars of democracy. We hold to  an insist- 
ence that  the  rights of conscience take precedence over the 
profits of business. We hold to a celebration-international- 
ly-of human diversity, and we champion  the integrity of in- 
digenous  cultures over imperialistic demands  for conformity. 

Obviously we’re the real patriots. How come THEY can’t 
understand  that? 

* 
Leslie Dunbar 
Rn-mer director, the Field Rrwtdatim 

P ATRIOTS IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH  THE FOR- 
tunes of their  states. Except among  aristocrats,  the 
breed hardly existed before nationalism elbowed its 

way into Western societies and spread cancerously from there. 
Ergo, there is no patriotism  outside  the  national  state system. 
Ergo, it is one of the vital organs of that mortal god. Ergo, 
patriotism is a patron of warmaking.  Patriotism is not  com- 
patible with pacifism, nonviolence or just  ordinary peaceable- 
ness. I would not again call myself a patriot. 

But at 70 (which I am) one holds on to what one  can of old 
loves, and  patriotism was one of them. I do  not cheer on  our 
foreign adventures, nor do I believe there is such a thing  as 
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“national interest,” or if there is, that  it includes me and per- 
sons I care for. I suspect we more likely than not would cor- 
rupt even liberating movements abroad  and so would  have us 
stop presuming to give political or economic  aid. I have vir- 
tually no lingering respect for Congress and  the presidency 
as institutions and find  not many individual exceptions. I have 
become sour about  the prospects for civllity in this luckiest 
of all nations at its  creation. 

I have,  however, one large hope. The  nation has not yet over- 
come the terrible legacy of its one piece of beginning bad luck: 
slavery. Nor, thanks be, has it overcome-though govern- 
ments off and  on have tried-one piece of  its  good luck, the 
tradition of legitimacy of dissent and dissenters. That  tradi- 
tion  has been our saving grace, and if it  matters to others  to 
call my love of it patriotism, I’ll not  object. 

* 
Richard Falk 
F r o f e s a o o f i ~ r e l a t i o n s m m i n c e i o n ~ ~ y  

c ONFUSING PATRIOTISM  WITH UNCONDITIONAL SUP- 
port for government policy does  core  damage to the 
meaning of citizenship, especially during time of war. 

In 1736 Lord Bolingbroke  identified the essence of patriotic 
fervor as  devotion to the public good, whether as  official or 
citizen. To uphold a policy that is believed harmful to the coun- 
try is then,  with  such  an  understanding, highly unpatriotic, 
exhibiting either weakness of splrit or fear of consequences. 
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Wartime  accentuates the pressure to be a  patriot, especially 
if one's country is  in  physical  danger.  At  such  times  of nation- 
al emergency,  arguably, unity may be relevant to survival. 
U.S. wars  since  World War  I1  have not been  of this character. 
These wars have  been distant encounters in the Third World, 
of dubious legality and morality. It is the appropriation of 
the symbols and language of patriotism for such wars that 
poses a profound challenge to  our political identity. 

Admitting the predicament of young  people conscripted or 
professionally  obliged to take part in an improper war in  such 
a circumstance has nothing to  do with patriotism. Indeed, a 
patriot may  express solidarity with  fellow citizens caught on 
the battlefield by working hard  to oppose a war or bring it 
to a rapid end.  It was a mistake often made in the Vietnam 
era for opponents of the war to confuse their opposition with 
expressions of contempt for Americans in the military, as if 
they  were responsible for the war  policies. Supporters of the 
war tended to make  the opposite mistake,  blaming  the  soldiers 
subjected to the hell of Vietnam for the loss of the war. 

Straightening out this mistake  might  have  been one of the 
few bright spots to emerge from the Persian  Gulf war. But the 
Bush effort  to honor and praise the troops asked to risk  their 
lives on the authority of the elected leaders was  deliberately 
confused with enthusiasm for the war and  a celebration of 
the battlefield victory. That confusion repeats the Vietnam 
mistake in the guise  of correcting it. By seeming to associate 
battlefield results with our  attitude toward the soldiers tak- 
ing part is to build  war fever into milltary victory and shame 
into military defeat. To mingle patriotic fervor w t h  mlhta- 

rism is pernicious and dangerous for us all. As citizens in the 
nuclear age we must struggle harder to convince others  that 
the  true  patriot is  now,  above all, dedicated to peace and  jus- 
tice, to diplomatic solutions and to a foreign  policy  respect- 
ful of international law and of the United Nations so long as 
it acts within its own constitutional mandate. 

That much  seems  obvious. What is more difficult is to give 
patriotism a positive content in  America at this time. Despite 
the  outcome of the cold war, it is more evident than ever that 
capitalism is cruel in its human effects,  especially  here in the 
United  States, and has  entered a phase  in  which market forces 
are weakening  welfare  gains. The disquieting popularity of 
Desert Storm with the people  confirmed an ugly  violent  streak 
that  cannot be  explained away as media manipulation.  It is 
one more reminder that the dispossession and destruction of 
the Indian peoples of North America is not a matter  of his- 
tory, buried in the past. The massacre of the  Iraqis fed the 
same political imagination that was threatened by the "sav- 
ages" in the wilderness. Patriotic energy  is required if we are 
to overcome such a bloody legacy, compounded many  times, 
including by the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima  and 
Nagasaki. It is doubtful whether, even if we could come to 
face our past as honestly as, say, the Germans have  faced the 
horror of the  Holocaust, there would be much occasion for 
reaffirming a  nationalist pride as  the basis of a reformed pa- 
triotism. Especially  given the power and wealth of the United 
States, our pressing  need is for nationalist humility and the 
forming of a more global political identity that is engaged  in 
the great work of solidarity with  peoples  everywhere, first of 
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all here at home, who are working to overcome the  afflictions 
of humanity. 

* 
HmardBhst 
Novelid; coZum&t for The New York Observer 

P ATRIOTISM IN I T S  MOST COMMON USAGE IS BEST 
defined  as  the last refuge of scoundrels,  who  label 
every infamy and  abomination as patriotism. L e t  me 

list some of the things these above-mentioned scoundrels  de- 
fine as patriotism: 

Fighting wars of aggression thousands of miles away. 
Fighting wars of  colonial  oppression. 
Poisoning the  atmosphere with auto emission and pollu- 

Ruthlessly destroying the forests. 
Promoting racism as a  means  of winning elections. 
Cutting away at civil rights. 
Lying about every question of the public good. 
Bleeding the people dry  and destroying all that America 

stands  for with an  armaments  industry large beyond reason 
or need. 

Spending our wealth on armaments while our cities crum- 
ble, our infrastructure  disintegrates  and our schools  are left 
without teachers. 

I could go on and  on,  but  what  the hell! What they call pa- 
triotism  down there in Washington stinks to high heaven of 

tion  and acid rain. 

brainlessness, racism, greed, fear and hatred of the  common 
people. Internationalism,  brotherhood, a left-liberal ap- 
proach to life-all these can  only  enhance  the well-being of 
any and all countries.  Patriotism, however, as a word, ap- 
plies to  true love of one’s country  and a  code of conduct  that 
echoes such love. 

* 
W.H. Ferry 
social critic; philanUcrqpist 

P ATRIOT: “ONE WHO LOVES HIS COUNTRY AND 
zealously supports its authority  and interests. . . .” 
Ah, yes.  But this doesn’t get us  very far, does it? 

“Authority  and interests . . . ’’ Pretty marshy territory, this. 
Just  as  good for Iraqis  as  for  thee and me? Can we distin- 
guish, for example, between American  patriotism  and  Iraqi 
fanaticism? 

Patriotism seems almost always to  come  into  the conver- 
sation via  war or threat of war. At  once one senses bugles and 
troops nearby and blood and bombs  and general mayhem not 
far away. Considerations  of  patriotism  seldom  enter  argu- 
ments, however fiery, about  the income tax or  trade balance 
with Canada. 

My neighbor’s  car and fencepost exhibit yellow ribbons. 
At this moment he’s identifying American “authority  and in- 
terests”  with  delight in the  Persian  Gulf  slaughter. To me it 
has been an ignoble exercise and  one  that  another  generation 
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will recognize as a bloody and needless chapter in our histo- 
ry. He is proud of our achievements  in the Persian Gulf. I am 
ashamed. We differ about American authority  and interests 
here. Can we both be patriots at the same time? Indeed, has 
patriotism anything whatever to  do with  these contradictory 
opinions? We surely  differ about  the importance of blood- 
shed  as a proper measure  of authority and interests. 

Patriotism has come to mean hallowed sentiments about 
Old  Glory and the Pledge of Allegiance and victory parades. 
My patriotic neighbor,  vastly  in the majority to be sure,  wants 
his country's authority and interests  asserted by carnage. I see 
my country's authority  and interests immeasurably better 
served  by attention to the well-being and general welfare  of 
its citizens. 

I conclude that patriotism is at best threadbare, a useless 
word.  Its ambiguity makes  it inflammatory. What is  needed 
is a word to convey  citizenly pride when  one's country behaves 
virtuously. Patriotism is too bloodstained to meet  such 
occasions. 

Sr 

David  Frornkin 
I" lawyer ;  author 

T HE ONLY PERSON WHO, AT THE  HEIGHT OF THE 
cold  war, appeared on  the postage stamps of both  the 
United States and  the Soviet Union was Garibaldl,  a 

patriot for all countries, who fought for the independence of 

Uruguay as well as for that of his  native  Italy. He refused 
the offer of a command in the Union army only because 
Lincoln hadn't (yet) proclaimed the abolition Of slavery, 
and he  led  French irregulars against Germans in the Franco- 
Prussian War. 

Nationalism, which  began with the left in the revolutions 
of 1789 and 1848, was a liberating force only insofar as (like 
Garibaldi's) it was infused with the Golden Rule: that each 
nation demand for all others whatever  it claims for ~tself. 
And  of  course that wasn't the way it went; once  unleashed, na- 
tionalism proved illiberal, inspiring the massacre of minori- 
ties and  the subjugation of neighbors. 

It also was parochially European. Africans were divided 
into tribes and Middle Easterners into sects, and  the Euro- 
pean attempt  to fit them instead into countries has left them 
troubled and troubling. Nationalism was unmodern: Today 
nation-states are mostly too small to be economically viable. 
And it is  dangerous:  With  nuclear  weapons,  unbridled nation- 
alism  will  get us a11 killed. 

But nationalism is too powerful to be ignored. The future 
may  be federalism in large single-market areas: governments 
within governments. At the federal level there could be a sin- 
gle  currency,  with  economic,  financial and environmental reg- 
ulation; at the local level,  self-rule. A federal constitution and 
judiciary allow nationalities full expression only insofar as 
they don't invade the rights of minorities or neighbors. Per- 
haps  that's  the answer-if there is  an  answer. 
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Carlos Fuentes 
Nmelist; diplomat 

T HOMAS MANN ANDALEXANDER 
Solzhenitsyn were considered dis- 
loyal for questioning the politi- 

cal  justifications of Nazi Germany  and 
the Soviet Union. Would they have been 
more patriotic if they had  shut  up and 
joined the ticker-tape parades? A society 
that demands  unanimity and disguises it 
as “patriotism” is a society that has lost 
its bearings. It  runs the risk of losing de- 
mocracy in the name of patriotism, which 
then truly becomes Dr. Johnson’s “last 
refuge of a scoundrel.” If patriotism is a 
value,  it manifests itself  quietly, in acts of 
care and solidarity, in love for things both 
great and  minute in one’s heart, but with- 
out ever ceasing to discover the values one 
loves at home in other peoples and in 
other lands. But patriotism is more voice 
than silence, more criticism than irratlon- 
a1 approval. You only criticize what you 
care for. Criticism and dissent can  be a 
greater act of love than cheers and raised 
fists or stiff-armed salutes. 

Nations are, Ernest Renan said, “a 
daily plebiscite.” Eric Hobsbawm reminds 
us that nationalism is,  relatively, a histor- 
ical novelty; it steps in to replace the lost 
ties of tribe, family or clan. So “the na- 
tion”  and  “nationalism”  are transitory 
concepts. The question is,  If today they are 
fading,  what will  we substitute for them 
as binders of individuals and society? 
Will the web of global economics substi- 
tute  for  the nation-state as practiced, say, 
in France since the time of Colbert, in the 
United  States since the time of Jefferson, 
in Mexico since the time of Obreghn, 
Calles and Chienas? Where does the na- 
tion-state cease and Sony,  Xerox, I.B.M. 
or Siemens begin? And  can  the  planetary 
integrated economy coexist with the revolt 
of the ethnics and the return of the reli- 
gions? Progress, and thus  the  concept of 
the nation-state and nationalism, have 
ceased to become linear conceptions. The 
new and  the  old,  the living and what we 
thought  dead,  are suddenly meeting on 
the same  ground. Our mental and politi- 
cal habits  must  change accordingly. 

But whatever happens, we shall have to 
answer for our wounds. That is why  my 
preferred definition of nationalism is Isa- 
iah Berlin’s first of all: Nationalism is a 
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response to a wound  inflicted upon soclety. Will the society 
of the  twenty-first century  respond to its  inevitable  wounds 
no longer with patriotism or nationalism  but  wlth  cold  cal- 
culation,  cultural  commotion or death  and  devastation? No 
amount of parades,  cheering and acting like suckers about a 
war that changed  nothing except the  innocents it killed will 
alter this  chatlenge. 

* 
Henry Louis Gates Jr. 
Chuir, qfm-American studies. Harvard University 

I WAS 23, STUDYING LITERATURE AT CAMBRIDGE UNI- 
versity and listening  with growing indignation to a fel- 
low student-a  Nigerian  educated  in  England-hold 

forth  about racism in “your country.’’ In America, he  was say- 
ing,  blacks  are victimized, downtrodden and lynched on every 
corner of every street. And they are all on welfare, scroung- 
ing  for  morsels  in  the  trash to fend off  starvation.  And . . . 

“I don’t know where you get your figures,” I f~nally broke 
in, bristling, “but according to  the most recent statlstlcs, most 
black  people in  America  arefirmly  mlddle class.”  Even as I 
lied, the blood rushed to my  face, betraying me. The  truth was, 
I couldn’t believe the things I heard myself saying: Raclsm in 
America? Pooh, what racism? 

Dr. Johnson’s  gibe  notwithstanding, it’s at moments such 
as these that you learn  the difference between “auto-critique” 
and,  as it were, “allo-critique.” Conservatives often challenge 
the  good will of those  to  their  left  who take  their  country to 
task for its failings. (Don’t you people have anything nice to 
say? they ask.) Why task our society for its sexism-aren’t the 
Zulus as  bad or worse? They  don’t  understand  that  critique 
can also be a form of commitment,  a  means of laying a claim. 
It’s the  ultimate gesture of citizenship.  A way of saying: I’m 
not  just passing through, I h e  here. 

In  an essay titled “The Discovery of What  It  Means  to Be 
an American,”  James  Baldwin writes about  coming to Eu- 
rope to find  out  that  he was “as American as any Texas G I . ”  
(The revelation, he says, caused  “a species of breakdown.”) 
Baldwin, one of the great American  Jeremiahs, cannot be ac- 
cused of a narrow  nationalism; yet so much of his  writing is 
motivated by a deep  concern for a nation  whose  failings 
he castigated.  And  more  than  that,  as Baldwln  noted  in 
“Stranger m  the Village,” by a recogmtion that weaknesses and 
strengths  are  not always unrelated: 

One of the  thlngs  that  dlstlnguishes  Amencans  from  other 
people IS that  no  other  people  has ever been so deeply mvolved 
in the llves of black men, and vlce versa. Thls fact faced, wlth 
a l l  its  imphcations, it  can be seen that  the  hlstory of the Amer- 
ican Negro problem is not merely shameful, I t  is also  some- 
thing of an achievement  For  even when the worst has been 
sald, it must  also  be  added that  the  perpetual  challenge posed 
by this  problem was  always,  somehow,  perpetually  met. 

I wonder if my Nigerian classmate would  have conceded the 
point. 

Ir 
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Ira Glasser 
Eaxxutive diwctar, American Civil Liberties Union 

A S SAMUEL JOHNSON NOTED,  PATRIOTISM IS OFTEN 
used by grasping  politicians as a  cloak  for  self- 
interest. Sometimes the American flag itself has been 

used as a cloak for self-interest by those  who  wrap themselves 
in it even as  they  act to  undermine  what  the  flag represents. 

But there is another kind of patriotism, reflected not 
so much by devotion to  the flag as by a  commitment to the 
founding  principles that  the flag represents. “Patriotism” 
is a  strong word and generates  strong  emotions; we ought 
not  abandon it to those whose purpose is to undermine 
the  founding principles,  such as those  codified in the Bill 
of Rights. Supporting  those  principles is what ought  to 
characterize  American  patriotism, and we should  contest 
our adversaries both for  the  definition of the  term  and  its 
proprietary use. 

Liberty  means  that even  in a  democracy  the majority  can- 
not be allowed to rule everything. Rights  require the estab- 
lishment of legal boundaries  for  democracy  itself,  forbidden 
zones of freedom where individuals reign supreme and where 
the government, and majoritarian preference as well, may not 
prevail. 

The Bill of Rights, flawed as it was  by slavery and lesser im- 
perfections, was adopted  because  the  original citizens of the 
United  States insisted upon it. Those  are our traditional 
American values. Our brand of patriotism  consists of fight- 
ing for  those values and insisting that they are  the essence of 
what  it  means to be an American.  It is up to us to make  pa- 
triotism a synonym for freedom of conscience and expression, 
fundamental  fairness  and equality. 

* 
Robert E. Goldburg 
Rabbiewseritus- 

I 
‘ MiddcanISmel, N a u H a w n  

’M A PATRIOT AND PROUD OF IT, WITH THREE FILES TO 
prove it. The first of these was printed on the  stationery 
of the  House Un-American Activities Committee in the 

early 1950s and distributed by the so-called Connecticut  Com- 
mittee against  Communism  in  the  parking  lots of the  temple 
that I then served as rabbi  (Congregation  Mlshkan Israel, 
New Haven), and  throughout  the city and the state. The other 
two files were obtained by me years later, thanks to  the Free- 
dom of Information Act, passed during  the  Administration 
of President  Jimmy  Carter. 

Sources of inspiration  that compelled my conscience were, 
among  others,  the  Judaic heritage of social  justice  based on 
the Hebrew prophets, the American Bill of Rights and  the ex- 
ample of other clergymen  like Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and 
the Rev. William Sloane  Coffin. In  an issue of Harper’s Mag- 
azine (September 1947) Henry Steele Commager  said  it  all, 
and his words are  as  eloquent  and relevant now as  then.  The 
essay’s title was “Who Is Loyal to America?” 

What 1s the new loyalty? It is, above all, conformlty. It IS the 
uncritical and unquestlomng acceptance of Amerlca as I t  is- 

the political mstitutions, the socia l  relationshps, the economc 
practices. It I T J ~ C ~ S  inquiry  into  the  race  question or socialized 
medicine, or public  housing, or into the wisdom or vahdity 
of our  foreign policy. It regards as particularly  heinous any 
challenge to what is c a l l e d  “the system of private  enterprise,” 
identlfjing  that system with Americamsm.  It  abandons wolu- 
tion,  repudiates  the  once  popular  concept  of  progress,  and re- 
gards America as a finished  product, perfect and complete . . . 
It has  not yet learned  that  not  everyone  who sath Lord, Lord, 
shall  enter  into  the  kingdom  of  Heaven. It is designed neither 
to discover real disloyalty nor to foster  true  loyalty. 

* 
Vivian Gornick 
Author; reporter 

T HE WORD “PATRIOTISM”-WHICH I ASSOCIATE TO 
blind love of country-does not  echo in me. But fem- 
mism made me an American. Let me  explain. 

I grew up in New  York, the child of working-class immi- 
grants, devoted to a Marxist vision of international socialism. 
In  our  house the injustices of class far outweighed the virtues 
of the democracy. True,  we were lucky to be making our strug- 
gle  here, on this section of  the map rather  than on many others 
we might have found ourselves on, but  America as  an emo- 
tional reality did not go deep. When we marched in May Day 
parades and hecklers told us to go back where we came  from, 
we replied in perfect  confidence,  “This is our country. We’re 
more American  than you.” But we didn’t really mean it. Hon- 
est dissidents  speaking out of a true love of country was not 
what we were about. 

In  late  adolescence  I grew away from  the family passion. 
Socialism no longer explained my life to me. I  joined the 
culture of urban intellectual Jews. New York became my coun- 
try. When  I went abroad I saw that brash expectancy, direct- 
ness of speech and a  strong  sense of social fluidity all marked 
me as an  American,  but  the  recognition was not  centering; 
rather it disoriented,  made  me feel odd, lonely. 

In the early 1970s I  became  converted to the feminist anal- 
ysis, and slowly a  surprising  thing began to  happen.  Instead 
of taking my place on the  feminist  spectrum somewhere near 
the  Marxists,  I found my politics growing out of an America 
that  had taken root inside  me  without my knowledge or con- 
sent.  Looking now with  opened eyes at indigenous sexism, I 
found myself thinking,  “This is my country. I’m more  Amer- 
ican than you.” And this  time I meant it.  It seemed to me, 
then,  that every fifty years or so another section of the  body 
politic rises up here to demand  its  share of the democracy, 
and  in  the  act  of  demanding  demonstrates  both  the sys- 
tematic exclusion and its  native  sense of right. I felt  my- 
self at the end of a long line of American  populists.  I felt 
the  struggle between capital  and  the individual as I  had  not 
since childhood-how long  its history, and how alive it is in 
this  country. 

It’s the live quality  of  the  struggle  that  I prize. The thing 
that makes me  feel American. 

* 
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Stephen Jay Gould 
professor of gedogy and zoology, Haruard; author 

T HIS MAY SOUND PARADOXICAL, BUT 1 MOST VALUE 
our tradition of having so few firm traditions-so 
much so that we must use real men (Franklin, Lincoln) 

rather  than ancient mythic figures as  our legends. This flu- 
idity  can  lead to a frightful  anti-intellectualism,  but at least 
we gain hope that rapid change  from any position of profound 
ugliness is possible. The despised of one generation  can 
become  the heroes of the next-a needed suppleness in this 
greatest experiment with democracy (in terms  of racial and 
cultural  inhomogeneity) ever attempted in human history. 

* 
Philip Green 
professor of government, Smith College 

T HE HISIVRIAN ERIC HOBSBAWM HAS WRIlTEN THAT 
the  first duty of an Irish intellectual is to oppose Irish 
nationalism,  the  first  duty of a Jewish intellectual is 

to  oppose Jewish nationalism, etc. I think that is right, if we 
mean by “intellectual”  anyone whose thought  has  matured 
enough to see through  the  partiality of claims about  group 
solidarity, and  the speciousness of appeals to violence. As an 
American  intellectual,  therefore, I insist on telling  the awful 
truth  that American  imperialism is a  knife at  the world’s 
throat,  and  that  our public life has  the  moral  tone  one would 
expect to encounter at a  convention of armed robbers. (As an 
American Jewish intellectual I also am especially critical of 
Zionist imperialism; I suspect, though,  that if I weren’t  Jewish 
I would think of Israel as  just  one of many equally wretched 
American  client  states, and  not as  bad as some-Iraq. for 
example.) 

However, I would add a  cruclal  proviso to Hobsbawm’s 
epigram. The  alienation of the critical intellect is justifiable 
only if  it takes the stance, so to speak, of a disillusioned lover, 
rather  than  of  a  straight-out misogynist (or misanthrope). 
One  must have been in love with lapatne, and  come  out  the 
other side. And  something  ought  to  remain. I have a friend 
who roots against  Americans (at least,  white  Americans) at 
the Olympic  Games. That seems sad to me. The principal of 
your high school may be a creep, the  schoolyard  dominated 
by bullies, and black students  shunned at the senior  prom, 
but you shouldn’t  root for it to lose the Big Game. It’s still 
your very own high school, which you loved. 

What IS the  content of that initial love? It will vary for 
everyone. My patriotism was formed by World War I1 and a 
popular-frontish  education  typified by a textbook called 
Building America, which treated American  history as a series 
of cooperative  actions by united  farmers and workers, culmi- 
nating in the C.I.O.,  the  National  Farmers’  Union and  the 
New Deal. It lasted  through  the  ambigulties of the  cold war, 
and was put pald only by the Vietnam War (helped by read- 
ings in  William  Appleman Williams). Vestiges of I t  still re- 
main: The Scandinavian welfare state may be  infinitely  more 
civil than American  brutalitarianism,  but I understand  per- 
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fectly  why the Eastern European revolutionaries were think- 
ing of American, not Norwegian, democracy as they tore 
down the Iron Curtain. De  Tocqueville  was right: In some 
ways, the United States has always  been the only real democ- 
racy; our activist traditions still have unparalleled vitality. 

Still, I have to ask myself what could possibly  serve as in- 
spiration for the  patriotism of someone  born  in, say, 1969. 
Recently, after  a particularly depressing class discussion, a 
student asked, “Why do you  live  here, Professor Green?” I 
could have answered that  question  as above, but  she was 
really asking about herself, and  that’s  a lot harder. What has 
she ever known but  an era of greed and bellicosity; a govern- 
ing party that stands for contempt, bigotry and violence, 
joined to an “opposition” that kneels  in uncaring exhaustion; 
and  a  nation  that bestrides the world  like the Los Angeles po- 
lice force in Watts? I can still hunt in the cemetery of Ameri- 
can history for the stolen cadaver of popular, patriotic and 
nonimperialist democratic  activism. And I can understand the 
frustrated militaristic nationalism of a people for whom noth- 
ing in our society works well except our armed services.  But 

how, finally, can either of us relate at all to the  popular im- 
perialism of the yellow ribbons? 

* 
David Halberstam 
Author; journalist 

W E HAVE ALWAYS TAKEN  PATRIOTISM  SERIOUSLY 
in our family and we have  always thought  it,  not 
unlike religion, a relatively private thing. Charley 

Halberstam, still a kid, was a medic in  World  War I and saw 
a  good  deal of action. Because the  doctors  thought he was 
bright and eager, he went, with their encouragement, back 
to school after the war and eventually  became a doctor. When 
World  War 11 began he returned as a  combat surgeon at 
age 43 and served once again in France and Germany. Invol- 
untarily expert on the carnage of war,  he absolutely hated 
jingoism. Among generals, he liked  Bradley and was  wary  of 
MacArthur (because of the latter’s speeches rather  than his 

Hans  Haacke 
STORM 
Beat-up shopping cart (missing one wheel), flags kept in  hysterical motion by motorized mechanism, remote control. 
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rather  careful use of his  men in World  War 11). He had a par- 
ticular  loathing for the politics of organized veterans’ groups. 

His was a  handsome legacy: His  sons never doubted  that 
we were good Americans and  that we were entitled  to  the 
right to dissent.  When I was a young reporter in Vietnam 
taking  a  good deal of very meanspirited  heat  for not being 
sufficiently  patriotic, I thought  often of him and remem- 
bered that he had always taught me to stand up for  what 
I thought was right. As such I have ended up admiring brave 
men and women who have been in combat,  and  men  and 
women who are equally brave  in their willingness to go against 
the grain of a society on other issues-I think  often of the 
heroism of the early civil rights workers. I have grown up over 
the years with a belief that  the braver the  individual in com- 
bat, the less likely he is later to talk about his military  past 
or to make  a  political career exploiting it,  and in particular 
tying i t  to hawkish political views. Little of what I have seen 
in American politics in the  past twenty years has  disabused 
me of that. 

I have a  private belief that patriotism in a nuclear age is al- 
most beyond comprehension, and  that regional wars are  a 
great deal more political than most people think. While (after 
the Persian Gulf war) I was pleased to see the military achieve 
a  proper  and  healthy respect from  the  society at large, I was 
also  made uneasy by the  Super Bowl quality  of  cheerlng by 
the general populace,  cheering as they did  the  sacrifices of 
other people’s children-I had a sense of a  kind of no-fault 
patriotism at work in the land. 

* 
Tom Hayden 
Member. CaLifOrnia State Assembly 

W ’HEN MY FATHER APPROACHED DEATH, HE 
wanted  two  things: to express love for his family, 
and to be  buried  with an American  flag. He was, 

in short, a patriot.  He wanted to be remembered as belong- 
ing to a family and to a  national grouping. So do 1. We cannot 
live just  as isolated individuals, nor as  part of abstract  human- 
ity. We need roots,  boundaries,  a sense of place, institutions 
that allow our  particularity  to  be expressed. Most  cosmic re- 
ligions and messianic  ideologies founder on this simple reality. 
The  danger is when the  state and nation no longer  stand for 
broader values but become values in themselves. Patriotism 
becomes idolatry,  and  those  who hold to its  original values 
are  outcasts. The challenge ahead is whether we can, through 
the environmental crisis, feel a depth of connectedness  with 
the  planet itself that has not existed since before the  nation- 
state. I suggest we will get there  only  through  patriotlsm,  not 
by rejecting it.  Although I opposed  the Persian  Gulf war, I 
was moved that when General Schwarzkopf was asked what 
he would llke to  do next, he mused about  the environment and 
conservation.  What  President  Bush  and John Sununu fail to 
understand is that many Americans want patriotism to mean 
more than standing  up to Saddam Husseln. It also means zero 
dependency on Persian  Gulf 011 and medieval monarchs; no 
more  sacriflces of young life on behalf of gas-guzzling cars; 
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expose of the  Amencan  neo-Nazi  movement.  But we need 
your  help to do it. Without  the support of our readers 
in the  past, The Nation couldn’t have  reached this special 
anniversary. Our future  success  depends  on  your  sup- 
port now. 

For giving to the  125th  Anniversary  Fund, you will auto- 
matically become  a  Nation  Associate.  Associates  are  a 
group of nearly 16,000 Nation readers  who  receive semi- 
annual  newsletters,  discounts on books by Nation con- 
tributors and  special  invitations to Nation events in their 
area in exchange  for  an  annual  donation  beyond  the price 
of their  subscription.  Contributions by Nation  Associates 
are critical in helping The Nation maintain its strong, 
Independent  voice. 

To give to The Nation’s 125th  Annlversary  Fund,  please 
fill out the  coupon  below  today 

I 
Yes, I’d like  to  contrlbute to The Natron’s 125th Anniversary  Fund I 
0 Enclosed IS my donation, and  also sign me up 

as a Nation Associate I 
0 I’m already a Nation Assoaate, but enclosed IS I 

my gift above and beyond  my annual donation I 
O $25 0 $50 0 $75 0 $125 -other I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Name 
Address 
City State ZIP 

Please make checks payable to “The Natron, 125th Fund” and I 
send to. 125th Fund, The Nation  Associates, New York, NY 10011 
”““””””--- 
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1 SALUTE  THE  NATION’S 125 YEARS 
”730 Penthers,  wlth  thelr  smaller  numbers 
and  mlnlscule  budget,  flght  for  everyone’s 
place at the table. 
Editorial, The Nation, May 28, 1990 
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no more glory in watching oilfields burn  and marine life  die. 
It means the greening of patriotism. 

* 
Hazel Henderson 
Editor at lam World Paper; syndicated columnist 

A S A NATURALIZED AMERICAN CITIZEN I TAKE MY 
patriotism very seriously.  Today,  more than ever, pa- 
triotism involves  seeing the United States within the 

realities  of  ever-closer  global  interdependence.  Narrow-based 
patriotism can only blind the United States to  the  truth that 
all nations coexist on a fragile,  crowded planet. Today, this 
narrower view  is complemented by a sense  of  allegiance to the 
earth itself, as the life-support system of all humanity. Plan- 
etary citizenship and a more expansive patriotism can better 
serve all  nations as they  seek a safer, more cooperative “new 
world order” for the 1 9 9 0 s  and the next century. 

Traditions and values that attracted me to become an 
American citizen  are: commitment to human rights and de- 
mocracy; individual opportunity; cultural. ethnic and racial 
diversity; and pluralistic goals. 

* 
Hendrick Hertzberg 
l ” ,  The New Republic 

T HE TROUBLE WITH  PATRIOTISM,  AS SOME OF US 
tend to see more clearly when we contemplate its for- 
eign  versions (Iraqi, German, Serbian, Russian, etc.) 

instead of its domestic one, is that it’s so damned irrational. 
To  be for “us”  just because we’re us is to embark on a path 
that,  too  often, leads to being against “them”  just because 
they’re them. This is the sort of thing that makes for wars and 
other forms of unpleasantness. 

Thanks to the odd nature of American  nationality, however, 
American  patriotism-potentially and sometimes  actually- 
has a leg  up on  the nasty foreign kind. American nationality 
is not based on a mystique of blood and soil. It’s not based 
on a commonality of  race,  religion or even  (tellingly) “nation- 
al origin.” It’s based quite explicitly on civil and political 
values: liberty of  expression,  democratic  political institutions, 
civic equality and a secular state. 

Those values  pretend to be universal,  which  is why  even the 
most enlightened forms of American patriotism can fall prey 
to self-righteousness.  But  they actually are universal,  which 
is  why patriotism can be  legitimately felt, and legitimately 
invoked, by the liberal left-whose  mission is, or ought to be, 
to get the  country to live up  to them. 

Still,  patriotism can be put to very dark uses. Understanding 
this, and cherishing American political values more because 
of their universality than because of their “American-ness,” 
liberals find it  relatively uncongenial to deploy patriotism 
in the political arena. But as the fight over flag burning 
showed, the higher forms of patriotism are capable of pre- 
vailing  over the lower. * 
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John L. Hess 
Joumudiat; writer for The New York Observer 

A S I WRITE. MY COUNTRY IS CELEBRATING THE 
great  Iraqi turkey shoot-the  latest and, I fear, not 
the last of a long history of crimes against humanity. 

One is born  a  member of a family and of a people, and  one 
tends to vaunt their virtues and bury  their sins. This is uni- 
versal; it has been said of the Germans  that only  the  innocent 
feel  guilty. Many nations today threaten their neighborhoods 
and the world’s environment,  but  none  with such violence as 
ours. To correct  course is a patriotic  duty,  but  far  more  than 
that, it is a  matter of survival. 

* 
Wmen Hinckle 
JaLmzalist; editor;  edited War News during the sulf war 

ARL MARZANI, A PREMIER LEFTIST, TOLD ME THIS C story  that makes America great: 
Back  in the political dark years of the  OS, Marzani 

was rushing to publish Harvey Matusow’s False Wltness, a 
red-scare kiss-and-teller in which a Commie-namer  recanted 
his little  nasties. The  book  had leaked to  the press and was 
appearing  daily in newspaper headlines  in the  Cheltenham 
and  bad Bodoni typefaces that decorated front pages in those 
days. Marzani’s regular printer  telephoned him and said  he 
was very embarrassed and sorry, but  the F.B.I. was in his of- 

fice  warning of the  potential consequences of printing  this 
book and he would have to pass. Marzani  took  a  truck to pick 
up  the  book, which had been set in hot type and was in metal 
page forms  ready for the press. He drove to  another printer. 
The F.B.I. followed him,  the  same  warning was Issued to the 
printer, and  the  printer said he wouldn’t touch it. Fulse Wit- 
ness was suddenly  hot cargo. The usual printers of leftist agit- 
prop wouldn’t return Marzani’s calls, and everywhere he drove 
along  the  Eastern  Seaboard with his load of type  the F.B.I. 
stuck with him as closely as  the  stamp to  the envelope. Mar- 
zani couldn’t  get  anyone to print Fufse Witness. In despera- 
tion  he  tried a printer in Philadelphia, an unbridled  capitalist 
and ferociously right-wing Republican who was a retired Navy 
admiral.  The right-winger told  Marzani  that he wanted cash 
up  front to print this junk, which the leftist publisher was only 
too  happy to pay. Marzani was still counting out the  cash  to 
the  dour  proprietor when the F.B.I. arrived and delivered its 
spiel. The  admiral heard  the  agents out,  then  said, “Is there 
anything illegal in printing  this  book?” Well, not exactly il- 
legal, said  the  senior  agent,  but  the  bureau  didn’t  consider 
i t  in the best interests of the  country that- The  admiral 
stopped him short.  “Then get the hell out of my office,” he 
said. “This is America and I’ll be  damned if I’m going to have 
any s.0.b. from  the government telling  me  how to  run my busi- 
ness!” False Wifness was in the bookstores the next week. 

This is what makes America  great:  its enduring political 
schizophrenia. 
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Christopher Hitchens 
AUUUW: journalist; Nation columnist 

T HIS IS A FEAST AT WHICH AN ENGLISHMAN CAN 
only be a specter. But certain truths seem to me to be 
self-evident. As the world’s most successful multi- 

national society, the  United  States  does well to have a Con- 
stitution  that  blocks  the  ascendancy of any one  national or 
religious faction.  The easy resort to violence overseas is, of 
course, antithetical to the spirit and letter of the Constitution. 
Historically, also, it has  depended  upon the kindling of emo- 
tions  that  can  only be termed chauvinistic. No one  who cares 
for  the integrity of the  founding principles of the Republic, 
in other words, can  afford to be  anything less than skeptical 
when the  summons  to war is sounded-most especially when 
it is sounded in the distinctively British-imperial  tone of the 
late  unpleasantness in Mesopotamia. 

Patriotic  and  tribal feelings belong to  the squalling  child- 
hood of the  human race, and become no more  charming in 
their senescence. They are particularly  unattractive when 
evinced by a superpower. But ironies of history may yet  save 
us. English language  and  literature,  oft-celebrated  as  one of 
the glories of “Western” and even “Christian”  civilization, 
turn  out  to have  even higher faculties than used to be claimed 
for them.  In my country of birth  the  great new fictional prac- 
titioners have in their  front  rank  names like Rushdie. Ishigu- 
ro, Kureishl, Mo.  This attamment on  their part makes me 
oddly  proud to be whatever I am,  and convinces me that In- 
ternationalism is the highest form of patriotism, which is what 
I had  intended to say in the first place. 

* 
Molly Ivins 
Columnist, Dallas Times Herald 

T HE  TIMES I FEEL A GREAT RUSH OF AFFECTION 
for  this country are  almost always touched off by ei- 
ther the land or the people. I love the  land  and I usu- 

ally think of it  in terms of the West, because that’s where I’ve 
spent  most of my life. I love the Texas Hill Country,  the Big 
Bend and  the endless  space  around  Lubbock  (truly an ac- 
quired  taste).  I believe the east rrm of the  Grand  Canyon is 
sublime, the  Grand Tetons almost  heartbreakingly  beautiful 
and,  another acquired taste, the Red Rock country of south- 
ern  Utah  has grown on me over the years. Southern Louisi- 
ana  and  northern New Mexico are  other favorites. 

It’s silly to generalize about 250 million people, but  I  dear- 
ly  love the  spunk, irreverence and let’s-get-her-done practi- 
cality of so many  Americans. Ted Morgan,  a writer who had 
the  misfortune to be born  French, not  one  of life’s lighter 
crosses, and  the  good sense to become an  American,  once ob- 
served that  the  charm of Americans is that whenever we are 
confronted with any given problem, we immediately mount 
horse and charge off in 360 different directions. I have a  great 
relish for the  ensuing  stampede. As Marianne Moore  once 
said,  “It is an honor to witness so much confusion.” I am fond 
of the  terminal  common sense of Midwesterners,  the dotty 

charm of Southerners  and  the relish with which Texans ap- 
proach damn  near everything. 

I  tend to be suspicious of patriotic  spectacle  because I dis- 
like being emotionally  manipulated. “Reelly big shews,” like 
the ‘84 Olympics in h s  Angeles, remind me of Hitler’s  Nu- 
remberg rallies. And,  God knows, we have had  enough sleazy 
politicians  wrap themselves in the  flag  and use patriotism to 
cover up their sins to make the entire nation cynical. Carl Jung 
said that sentimentality and brutality  are “sisters,”  never  very 
far apart. I must confess, however, to a weakness for  Fourth 
of  July fireworks and  John Philip  Sousa  marches.  I  find  the 
Lincoln  Memorial by moonlight almost unbearably moving, 
and I was thrilled when the tall ships came  into New  York Har- 
bor on  the Bicentennial Fourth of July. 

I believe patriotism is  best expressed in our works, not our 
parades. We are  the heirs of the most  magnificent  political 
legacy any people  has ever been given. “We hold these truths 
to be self-evident. . . .” It  is the  constant  struggle to pro- 
tect and enlarge that legacy, to make sure that it applies to all 
citizens, that  patriotism lies. When  some creepy little  shit like 
Richard Nixon (whose understanding of the  right  of  the peo- 
ple peaceably to assemble and  to petition  the government for 
redress of grievances is so profound  that  he  proposed  to  send 
teamsters  thugs and murderers out  to “break  the noses” of 
antiwar protesters) becomes President, our heritage is dimin- 
ished and soiled in such an ugly fashion. 

Vote, write, speak, work, march, sue, organize, fight,  strug- 
gle-whatever it takes to secure the blessings of liberty to  our- 
selves and our posterity. Ran across one of our good guys right 
at the end of the last session  of the Teras Lege, just  a few weeks 
ago. He said he felt like a  country  dog  in  the city. “If I run 
they bite my ass, if I hold still, they fuck me.” Calling all coun- 
try dogs: It’s a helluva fight. 

Jesse L. Jackson 
Pre&hA, National Rainbow Coalition 

0 NE AFTERNOON IN GREENVILLE, SOUTH CARO- 
h a ,  when  I was 9 years old, my father was raking 
leaves. The  man  came  outside to offer  us a drink of 

water, and when he left I asked, Why does  that man  speak 
differently  from us? “He’s  German,”  said my father, and he 
stopped and leaned on his rake. “He’s German. I  fought  in 
Europe so they could have freedom.  I’m  proud to  be a veter- 
an of that war.” His eyes clouded over. “But now he’s here, 
and he can vote, and I cannot. I helped free his people, now 
I’m raking his leaves.” 

It is a  paradox of the  human  spirit that even after  such  bru- 
tal oppression and disregard for human rights, we are still so 
patriotic and love our country so much. It is our  land; we cul- 
tivated i t  and helped to build it. But it is not our government. 
Indeed,  fighting for a better government is the patriotic  thing 
to do. 

America at  its best guarantees  opportunity,  and so fight- 
ing to expand the horizons of oppressed  people is an  act of 
patriotism. Yet too often,  those  who  dare  expand our nation’s 
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democracy and make it true  to  its principles are victims of 
naked aggression, aggression led not by street  fighters but by 
the White House,  Congress and  the  courts.  The  founding 
writers of the  Constitution envisioned a  nation in which peo- 
ple of  African descent were three-fifths  human, in which their 
own  mothers and daughters  and sisters had no right to vote, 
in which Native Americans  had no right to live. Thomas Jef- 
ferson expressed the American  dilemma when he wrote: 

For in a warm climate, no man will labour for himself who 
can make another labour for him. This IS so true, that of the 
proprietors of slaves a very small proportion  indeed  are ever 
seen to labour. And can  the  liberties of a nation be thought 
secure when we have  removed  their  only firm basis, a conv~c- 
tion in the minds of the  people that these liberties  are of the 
gift of God?  That they are  not to be violated but with hls 
wrath?  Indeed I tremble for my country when I reflect  that 
God is just. . . . 

Through  patriotism we  have made America better. We have 
gained the right to vote.  Women and African-Americans have 
changed  the  course  and  character of the  nation.  And my fa- 
ther’s  faith in his  country has been sustained in the lifetime 
commitment of his family to  make  America better. Yet those 
who have fought  for  the highest and best principles of our 
country,  the true  patriots, have been vilified and crucified. 
The  true patriots invariably disturb  the  comfortable  and com- 
fort the  disturbed,  and  are  persecuted in their lifetimes even 
as their  accomplishments are applauded  after their deaths. 

Today, politicians are proud to pronounce  that we have 
abolished slavery. But in its time, slavery  was the political ten- 
ter, and  abolitionists were punished  for their moral  strength. 
Today, politicians hold up the gains of women. Yet in its time, 

denial of the vote to women was the  political center; the 
women’s suffrage movement sought  the moral center, and was 
punished for  its patriot~sm.  Those  who  fight for civil rights, 
open housing,  environmental laws, peace and international 
cooperation,  and veterans of domestic wars-the real patri- 
ots-receive no parades. 

We must never relinquish our sense of justice  for  a  false 
sense of national  pride.  “My  country  right or wrong” is nei- 
ther moral nor intelligent. Patriotism is support for the high- 
est ideals of the  nation, not  for whoever happens  to be in the 
White  House. As citizens we must  continue to fight for jus- 
tice and  equality so that we might  make a better  nation and 
a better world. We must give credence to our invitation: “Give 
me your tired,  your poor, your huddled masses yearning to 
breathe free,” for  the  character of our  nation is rooted in the 
affirmation of these ideals for  all of our people. 

* 
Erica Jong 
Novelist; p r e s i d e n t ,  Authors Cuild 

P ATRIOTISM IS A RADICAL DEDICATION TO THE 
ideals upon which  one’s country was founded: an abil- 
i ty  to see through  ephemeral issues to enduring  ones; 

to hold course in the midst of political  storms; to retain one’s 
commitment  to free speech in the  midst of war hysteria. Pa- 
triotism (as opposed  to  the kind that is the last refuge of a 
scoundrel) essentially is an ability to see the sweep rather than 
the blips of history. It is rare in any age. 

Ir 
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Randall Kennedy 
Prof-, Hcmvaral Lau, school 

P ROGRESSIVES SHOULD BE UNASHAMEDLY PATRI- 
otic. To be patriotic  means  to love  one’s country. Pro- 
gressive politics, with its imperative concern  for so- 

cial  justice, is certainly animated by such love. Every desire 
or idea is susceptible to degeneracy. Patriotism, of course, is 
no different.  It  can  all too easily degenerate into a narrow, 
aggressive chauvinism.  But that does  not have to happen. If 
progressives work hard to  define  patriotism  properly in the 
various  contexts in which it becomes an issue, we might be 
able to prevent patriotism  from  again  becoming the captive 
of the right. 

Some may contend that there is a contradiction between pa- 
triotism and internationalism-love of one’s country  and love 
of the world. There may sometimes  be  tension between the 
two. But that tension is no more  insidious or avoidable than 
other  tensions that stem from the  fact  that every person and 
group embodies  multiple  identities that give rise to various 
allegiances. A person may be at  the same  time a resident of 
a neighborhood,  a citizen of a state, a citizen of a  nation,  a 
citizen of the world, a  member of a race, a  member of a gen- 
der, a member of a  church  and a backer  of  a party. Which 
of these  associations  should be  the  most  important at any 
given moment  cannot be answered fully in  the  abstract but 
must await the crucible of a  concrete controversy. 

* 
MArgot Kidder 
Actress; anZiwar activist 

N ATIONALISM IS ARCHAIC. IT BEGAN IN THE LATE 
Middle Ages and it died with the advent of CNN. The 
world is no longer divided into different colored 

squares; it’s divided into  corporations  and  geographical 
blocks of poverty. A black American in the  ghetto  has more 
in common with an Albanian  peasant than he does with 
George Bush; an unemployed steelworker in Pittsburgh fights 
the same despair as a Soviet dackloader. And the whole planet 
is fighting for survival. 

Nationalism  means  polarization between nations. We can 
no longer  afford  it. The  mood of confrontation  that ex- 
ists  today  has given rise to an unprecedented level of public 
anxiety. The key to reversing the  trend of distrust,  and  to our 
ultimate survival as a species, lies in visibly changing the biases 
held by the  populations of each country toward one another- 
biases originally inspired by nationalism. 

Superior  military defense is irrelevant; we have to address 

destruction of the environment, the lack of adequate  food, 
overpopulation, disease, uneven distribution of wealth. In a 
world where nations  are  interdependent in so many of their 
dimensions, security and survival cannot be argued as a pure- 
ly national  proposition. 

In order to improve prospects for peace and environmental 
survival the  solution  must be global in scope and  in perspec- 
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tive, and such an approach  must  be  dictated by the complex 
intertinkage of disarmament  and conservation and develop- 
ment. So far, our own nationalism  has led  us to  the foolish 
selection of militarism over economic  humanitarianism,  pa- 
triotism over global  cooperation. 

On  Earth Day, so long ago, for one  instant  the world rec- 
ognized the need for  a human  community  that  surmounted 
national borders, a  community  that  chose  the forces of con- 
servation over the forces of destruction. The world recognized 
the need for internationalism, an  advocacy of commonality 
of interests between nations. 

Haven’t  the  patriots been reading the news? The age of 
nations is past. 

* 
Erwin Knoll 
Editor, The Progressive 

T HIS FOURTH OF JULY, AS ON SOME TWENTY  THAT 
preceded it, 1’11 join  with family and  friends  to cele- 
brate America’s revolutionary heritage. It’s something 

we started  doing when Richard Nixon and his pals were sport- 
ing American  flag  pins in their lapels. Damn it, we thought, 
it’s not their flag, it’s not thew country,  and we’re not going 
to let them steal America  from us. 

So we get together on the afternoon of the Fourth-it has 
never rained on our parade-to do all-American things (drink 
beer, eat  hot dogs) and  to recall, without rhetorical excess, that 
this country has a great radical tradition. We nail facsimiles 
of the Declaration and  the Bill of Rights to a tree, and I’ve 
noticed that once in a while someone  actually  ambles over to 
read them. 

It’s a peculiarly ambivalent institution,  this  Fourth of July 
party of ours-part observance, part parody. A couple of 
years ago, when flag  burning was the  idiotic  issue of the  mo- 
ment, a friend brought his own  flag to burn.  Some  thought 
I t  was a fine way to mark  the Fourth;  others  demurred. 

That ambivalence is symbolic of my own mixed feelings 
about  the  attitude  or set of attitudes we call patriotism. I can 
invoke the usual heroes from  the left’s  pantheon-Tom Paine 
and  Sojourner Truth, Gene Debs and Jeannette Rankin-and 
for their sake proclaim myself a patriot. Or I can summon up 
the  monstrous crimes committed in the  name of flag and 
country  and  denounce  patriotism  as  the  root of much of the 
world’s evil. 

I’m one of those  unreconstructed leftists who still get a 
lump in the  throat on those increasingly rare  occasions when 
someone plays the “Internationale.” It may turn  out, in the 
long run,  that  one of the  major crimes committed by the Sta- 
linists was to give internationalism  a  bad  name.  I  think it’s 
still the way for humanity to go. 

“It’s  a  great  country,” my late  friend  and  colleague Mil- 
ton Mayer  used to say, and  then he’d add,  under his breath, 
“They’re allgreat countries.” That, in a few words, sums up 
the  trouble with patriotism: It’s an absolute  claim in a world 
where few absolutes  make any sense. And to invoke the  ab- 
solute of patriotism  as  a  rationale  for killing and dying-as 
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it is perpetually and  horribly invoked-makes the least sense 
of all. 

Still, I suppose we’ll go on with our Fourth of July party. 
A twenty-year tradition isn’t lightly discarded in this rapidly 
changing world, and it is a great party. They’re all great 
parties. 

* 
Paul Krassner 
Editor,,TbeReallSt;writer;- 

A GYNECOLOGIST AT A  REPRODUCTIVE  CENTER IS 
talking to his client, a poor African-American 
woman who is pregnant but can’t afford to raise an- 

other child. 
“This is absurd,” he tells her. “The Supreme Court gives 

me the right to  burn  that American flag but takes away  my 
right to give you medical advice. Well,”  he  says  with a fiend- 
ish grin, “I’ve hod it!” He gets the flag in the corner of  his 
office and brings it to his desk. “Sometimes,” he says, “an 
act of  civil disobedience can be the highest form of patriot- 
ism.” And he proceeds to write on the flag with a Magic 
Marker: “Abortion. Dr. Burnhill’s  Clinic. 825-9143.” Then he 
hands the flag to his patient and says, “Here, bring this home 
with you. And after you read what I’ve written, burn the flag. 
Don’t worry,  it’s perfectly legal.” 

However, the woman  decides to save the flag for the next 
Welcome Home Troops parade, where, unfortunately, a po- 
lice  officer happens to notice the message on her  flag. He calls 
in a handwriting expert, federal funds  are held back and the 
reproductive center is finally forced to close down. 

The moral of this story is: You can wrap yourself in  the 
American flag, but  it doesn’t mean your ass is covered. 

1 

* 
Corliss Larnont 
A* 

P ATRIOTISM  IS THE UNWAVERING DEVOTION OF AN 
American to  the U.S. Constitutlon and the Bill of 
Rights in the local community and  the  country at 

large, supporting  the rights of dissenters throughout the na- 
tion  and with loyalty to the ideals of international peace and 
world cooperation  for the happiness of all humanity. 

* 
Ring Lardner Jr. 
screenzoriter; novelist 

P ATRIOTISM IS NOT INVARIABLY A SIN, BUT IT SHOULD 
never be ranked with the virtues. In  an ideal world, 
with a federal government  in  charge  of  all planetwide 

concerns, there could be the same kind of friendly competi- 
tion among  nations  that now  exists among our states. There 
would  be no threat, except perhaps to the truth, in the Vene- 
zuelans  claiming  more  scenic attractions than the Norwegians, 

or the Sri Lankans boasting about the health benefits of their 
climate, while the  Gambians advertised the absence of a per- 
sonal income tax. 

In  the sadly imperfect world we actually live in,  the most 
dangerous manifestation of patriotism is the assertion of su- 
periority, whether based on some fancied inherent traits of 
a  particular  national grouping or on a political system and 
historical role that are seen as better than those of other coun- 
tries. The  danger  can become fatal when it leads to  the  delu- 
sion  that  the  “superior”  country has a moral obligation to 
punish offending ones and use its military might to establish 
a “new  world order” in its own  image. 

I believe there are very few American patriots who are  con- 
tent to enjoy their own “better” life  while most of the rest of 
the world remains in poverty and degradation. Much more 
prevalent  is the wish that even the wretched  of the  earth could 
rise to our level and have  all the blessings we possess. The only 
trouble with this vision is that it would raise the total  earthly 
pollution level to twenty-five times the amount America now 
produces, and the entire planet would  be unlivable in a few 
short years.  Five billion people would  have an automobile 
apiece and  no descendants. 

For that reason, a farseeing American patriot would  devote 
himself not  to helping others consume energy the way we do 
but to exploring all the ways of cutting our own consumption. 
In so doing he  would expand the scope of his patriotic devo- 
tion from his country to the world. 

* 
Jesse Lernisch 
professor of American history, John Jay College 

N 0, PLEASE, NO MORE WARMED-OVER POPULAR- 
front  stuff, with quotations from Paine, Jefferson, 
et al.  about how we are the  true  patriots.  It’s  not  a 

case of “nobody here but us  Americans.” We offer something 
drffeerent; let’s figure out what it is and express It without sub- 
terfuge, in languages that make sense to those who do not 
share our views. 

In particular, let’s  present  such  clear alternatives as: a spirit 
of community and collectivity  (which  nonetheless  respects the 
individual), an opposition to competitiveness and  a vision 
of an internationalism that  opposes jingoistic patriotism. 
(Claiming that we are the true  patriots leaves patriotism  it- 
self unquestioned.) But some aspects of American traditions 
should be on our agenda. A recent  visit to the U.S.S.R. brought 
home to me the appeal of some things that  the American left 
sometimes  scorns: constitutionalism, with  its promise of fair- 
ness and predictability, and material goods. Freedom from 
want and  a desire for cornucopia are deep  human longings, 
and we must get over the puritanism about having material 
things that is  expressed in our indiscriminate dread of “con- 
sumerism.” Otherwise, we risk  falling out of touch with most 
of humanity. Finally, the collapse of Communism can free 
us  of a terrible albatross, leaving  us unshackled to develop 
a program that relates to reality rather than  to superimposed 
abstraction. Let’s trade in our tired Marxisms and attempt to 
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develop a humane democratic left, infused moreover  with 
broader feminist insights about power  in human affairs. 

* 
Santord Levinson 
professor, university of !#!xu8 Law school 

I S THERE A PATRIOTISM THAT IS NOT  NATIONALISTIC? 
From one perspective, the answer is obviously  no. The 
very notion of patriotism is  linked to  the potrie, one’s 

homeland, which  is presumably distinct from other (and all 
too often presumptively inferior) places. Still, there are more 
and less volkisch patriotisms that therefore differ in their de- 
gree of nationalism. The worst form of nationalist patriotism 
is one that depends on genealogical  linkage both with a par- 
ticular land and with a dominant religious or ethnic group 
within that  land. Another way of making the  point is to say 
that such countries are  true nation-states, in which the polit- 
ical state is also identified with a particular nation,  and  “pa- 
triotism” becomes the undifferentiated loyalty to the amal- 
gam. Different  readers can supply  their  (un)favorite  examples. 
I would offer Japan as a continuing example  of such nation- 
alist patriotism. 

But  American  patriotism, it seems to me.  is at the other end 
of  this  spectrum. The United  States  is not to this day a genuine 
nation-state. Rather, it remains a conglomeration of various 

groups who come together in an uneasy political relationship 
organized around central symbols of  liberal  democracy. Pa- 
triotism in this country thus becomes  more  explicitly  ideolog- 
ical, and less  simply land- or birth-oriented than is the case 
elsewhere. Patriots-“true Americans”-are identified by 
their commitment to the political values at the center of 
American  ideology: a mixture of democratic political forms 
and relatively unrestrained free-market capitalism. To the ex- 
tent, of course, that  the American  state-and, more particu- 
larly, the definition of “national interest’’ as enunciated by 
its  leadership-is  identified  with the maintenance of such val- 
ues, then ideological patriotism often enough, as with the re- 
cent P e r s i a n  Gulf experience,  becomes translated into  the 
idiom of nationalist celebration. 

“Liberal left” is a misleading term. If this is meant as a ref- 
erence to the socialist or, especially, communist left, then it 
is clear that for many the kind of ideological patriotism re- 
ferred to above was exemplified by devotion to the Soviet 
Union as the presumed incarnation of socialist  values. We also 
know,  beyond a shadow  of a doubt,  that those countries most 
identified  (often by themselves)  with the historic  left have  been 
more than willing,  when the occasion warranted, to invoke 
some of the  most mischievous forms of nationalist patriotism. 
The more  genuinely liberal (or democratic socialist) left has, 
I would  like to  think, been more suspicious of the claims of 
any  given political state  or nation to incarnate in some spe- 
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cial way all that is true, good and beautiful. Certainly the Ger- ican  rejectionist  (who  focuses exclusively on  the  unjust  and 
man socialism of Willy Brandt seems refreshingly free of na- despicable  aspects of our tradition). The task of the Ameri- 
tionalistic  patriotism. can  patriot is to  be able to feel genuine  pride in (aspects of) 

I am  the son of a Polish-Jewish immigrant (I refuse to re- the  American achievement while attacking a complacent be- 
move the hyphen and  thus  endorse  the vicious “nationalist lief in its sufficiency. The model here, of course, is Martin Lu- 
patriotism” that denies that a Jew could be a “genuine” Pole) ther King  Jr., at least some of whose  strength  came precisely 
and  the  grandson of a  Romanian Jew. Neither of my parents  from his ability to  summon  up  the best of the American t n -  
was able to go to college, and my father, when he  died, was dition and to make his listeners feel genuinely  guilty if they 
an exceedingly struggling  owner of a  small  dry-goods  store  did  not, as true  patriots,  try to  become  better as Americans- 
on the brink of bankruptcy. I have been the  beneficiary of ex- 
traordinary  opportunities, including significant  financial aid, * 
and I have been able to experience a life that is rich and var- 
ied. I say this  not with personal  pride  (for  there  are now many Robert Jay Lifton 
people more  deserving than I ever  was who  are  without the awchp center on Violence and Humam lsurvivaL 
opportunities  for  educational  financial  aid  that were so co- 
pious in the 1960s, when I was lucky  enough to be  coming mous  affection  for this  country. The  affection  has  to 
along)  but  in  recognition that there  are  extraordinarily few do with the  Jeffersonian  First  Amendment  tradition 
(if any) countr~es in the world that have “traditionally”  of- and a certain crazy, pluralism and intellec- 
fered so much opportunity to people who are not part Of the tual energy that many of us  draw  upon. It  matters to me  that 
dominant  “national”  majority. I value the remarkable inch- I could engage in civil disobedience the  Vietnm war 
siveness ofthe American tradition even 1 spend muchofmy without  having my university appointment  threatened. My 
time  teaching about  the limits to  that  tradition  and  the great anger toward country for what  it is doing is an expression 
national  shame  surrounding our historical mistreatment (Par- of care and concern.  It is also a way of rejecting the tempts- 
ticularly though  obviously not  only) of African-Americans.  tion of despair. 
I reject the view that  one  must be  either an American cele- 
brant (who thus focuses only on  the inclusiveness) or an Amer- * 
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M.G. Lord 
Cartoonist and columnist, New York Newsday 

0 NE OF THE CHARMS OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS IS 
that it permits a congenitally seditious creature like 
myself to be considered  patriotic.  And I suppose I am 

patriotic-though not in a jingoistic, confining, rigidly na- 
tionalistic sense. 

My patriotism stems from a commitment to the freedoms 
preserved by that precious little list  tacked on  to  the Consti- 
tution. It stems from a commitment to pluralism, and the con- 
viction that however  revolting I may find certain opinions, 
those opinions have as much right as my own judicious ones 
to be  expressed. 

As a political cartoonist, I have a vested interest in pre- 
serving an environment that promotes a diversity of opinion. 
My mother’s first cousins had the misfortune to come of age 
in what used to be the  German Democratic Republic. Dur- 
ing the visits I made there  before the collapse of the Berlin 
wall, I couldn’t help noticing that my skills-drawing mali- 
cious pictures of national leaders and putting compromising 
words in their  mouths-would not have secured  me a sinecure 
at an East German newspaper.  They  would  have  secured  me 
a cozy  cell in an East German slammer. 

To me, the most  vital  symbols  of  what  makes  America  great 
are those Sunday morning television  shows on which people 
with opposing views try to  outshout one another. Forget the 
flag, forget the Statue of Liberty-I’d  sacrifice my  life to pre- 
serve The McLaughlin Group. True, the decibel level  may 
cause heanng loss, but that is a small  price to pay for  freedom. 

J. Anthony Lukas 
AuuUrr; j o u d i s t  

W HEN I THINK OF PATRIOTISM, I THINK OF A JULY 
Fourth in Gowrie,  Iowa. In the  tumultuous sum- 
mer  of 1968, The New York Tmes asked  me to 

find  a celebration someplace where traditional  patriotic val- 
ues still prevailed. So I spent the day in the rustling shade  of 

Gowrie’s  elms, attending  an  oompah  parade and a baseball 
game, and listening to oratory from a senatorial candidate 
who called for “the quiet men  of America, the true  patriots” 
to repudiate the “kooks and extremists.” 
To an outsider, it was easy to trace Gowrie’s patriotism to 

its parochial isolation from the nation’s racial and youthful 
unrest,  indeed to dismiss  such heartland ceremonies as the re- 
flexive  yawp  of  wounded Middle America. 

And yet one  couldn’t  gainsay the emotional tugs that nour- 
ished this civic ritual, rooted in deep-seated myths: the self- 
reliance that sent  Gowrie’s  Swedish  founders  across the plains, 
the fierce sense of community with  which  they hewed their 
town from the wilderness, the powerful notion of free  men 
in a free land. 

The liberal left makes a grievous  mistake  when it fails to 
recognize our fellow  citizens’ legitimate need  to identify with 
their national heritage. Months after Gowrie’s celebration, 
Richard  Nixon  exploited the patriotism of countless Gowries 
across the land to launch a Republican  hegemony that would 
hold the White House  for nineteen of the next twenty-three 
years. 

If this summer’s hoopla over the Persian Gulf blitzkrieg 
seems a  cheap tactic orchestrated by that still-Republican 
White House, we should beware of another easy put-down of 
patriotism. There is plenty in our nation’s past with  which 
we can identify. If we continue to abdicate patriotism to our 
political foes, we do so at our peril. 

Sr 

Peter Marin 
m e t ;  novelist 

’Tis of thee, of thee I 
sing a song of six 
packs pocket full of rage 
kill them goddamn dark-skinned gooks 
and purify the age. 
0 fatherland,  fatherland, 
blatherland, botherland- 
the pure absurdity of it 
as if laws or lines 
scrawled on a page 
define the heart of a people 
or the journey of the mind 
through its proper country: flesh. 
I pledge my, I pledge my 
legions of the flag 
behind mad Ahab white as sin- 
patri / o / patri / o / jism 
leaving  its pale sea-weed  skein 
on  the dead girl in the weeds . . . 
Jism and Jill went up the hill 
wondering who was left to kill 
waving old-glory from a windowsill- 
here come the boys on parade. 
And once in a  Tijuana  bar 
on a Sunday afternoon 
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when the whores  weren’t working 
I saw two American sailors 
jitterbugging with a pair of women 
forgetting everything but motion, 
and how I loved my country then, 
for the first time in my life. 
It’s freedom-fighters in railroad Alabama towns, 
it’s the vets home from Nam hating the war, 
it’s the homeless  walking out  the last open door- 
that’s my only nation,  that  furious rebellion, 
that never-was innocence soon to be lost 
and the knowledge that equal equals 011. 
Failed  liberty!  How we might have  loved  thee! 

* 
Hanoch Marmari 
liaihr in chief, Ha’aretz, nl Aviv 

A BITTER ARGUMENT BROKE OUT WHEN THE FIRST 
Scuds  hit Tel  Aviv: Should  those who immediately 
packed up their families and fled to safer haven  be 

considered defectors from the battlefield? Should those who 
stayed-proudly  displaying on their car windows stickers 
proclaiming “ I  stayed  in  Tel  Aviv!”-be tagged as the  true 
patriots? The dispute divided  old friendships and tore apart 
whole  families. 

They were all  patriots: The teenagers who continued surf- 
ing, despite the rough seas and  the missile threat; the old 
woman  next door who stayed because she had nowhere  else 
to go to. The so-called defectors, the ones who preaQhed 
external loyalty, all reacted with the same sense of anxiety 
and fierce solidarity when the sound of  the alarm was 
heard. One’s innermost sense  of  Israeli identity emerged 
when  it was announced that international insurance firms 
increased their rates  for those who foolishly still insisted 
on coming here. 
As time  passed  people adapted to the daily  routine  enforced 

on them by the missiles. Those who left gradually began to 
return to their homes. Schools reopened, and some glimpse 
of a night life could again be discerned. The announcement 
that  the war  was  over found the city living a seemingly nor- 
mal  life, but under a mantle of a deep-rooted  anxiety and per- 
haps also fear. 

At long last the gas masks were returned to their boxes and 
the masking tape  that had been  used to seal the rooms was 
brutally  pulled off windows and doors. We folded that clumsy 
contraption,  made of metal and nylon, that was supposed to 
save our baby‘s  life. The wal ls  of his mom again  became  solid, 
after seeming  fragile and useless for such a long  time. The old 
apartment building where we  live,  which made us wonder 
whether  it  would be able to  protect us, again  assumed  its  usual 
forthright dimensions. 

Foreign companies again began landing their airplanes at 
Ben Gurion  Airport.  The first tourists, carrying their back- 
packs,  arrived.  Foreign  television crews folded up their equip 
ment, looking for the next  newsworthy  place to go to. The 
families  of diplomats, who had left minutes before the ulti- 

matum expired,  were back. Insurance rates decreased again. 
We could stop being patriots. For the time being. 

* 
Ruben Martinez 
E@#writer, L.A. W- 

T HE THIRD WORLD NOW INHABITS THE FIRST LATIN 
American, Asian and African popular cultures tropi- 
calize the  asphalt jungles of our major cities. The re- 

action? Read TheDarrmoufh Review. Race- and class-based 
battles will  rage, but  the  “Internationale” will be repopular- 
ized by Boogie Down Productions, and on  the eve of the dawn 
of the twenty-first century streams of graffiti-piecers, street 
vendors, day laborers,  homeless,  crack cumbiu bands and Sal- 
vadoran veterans of the Washington, D.C., uprising will storm 
the White House; we’ll revindicate those words that  the Statue 
of  Liberty beacons out to the rest  of the world, the democratic 
idealism that this country was founded upon but has never 
quite lived up to. I am a patriot only in proportion to how 
much we are allowed to live up  to  that ideal, which, at its 
heart, is internationalist. 

* 
ColmanMCCarthy 
Syndicated columnist, The Washington post. teacher 

T HREE OR FOUR WEEKS INTO EACH SEMESTER OF A 
course on nonviolence I’ve been teaching for nine 
years I figure the students are ready for an educational 

jolt. I ask them to read Leo Tolstoy’s 1896 essay “Patriotism, 
or Peace.” The Russian was 68 at the time, with Wur and Race 
thirty-five years  behind him. 

“Patriotism  cannot be good,”  Tolstoy  wrote. He linked  it 
to military violence. “What produces war is the desire for an 
exclusive good for one‘s own nation-what is called patriotism. 
And so to abolish war, it is necessary to abolish patriotism, 
and to abolish patriotism, it is necessary first to become con- 
vinced that it is an evil.” 

I have  yet to have a student-out of some 3,000”who 
had previously  read Tolstoy’s essay. That’s about  the same 
number as those who had ever broken ranks to consider the 
proposition that patriotism is a sham and an evil. It way  take 
time-for students or anyone-to see the  truth of that. While 
waiting, other realities, ones mentioned by Tolstoy, are on 
view as recently as the Pentagon’s parading of its weapons 
down the avenues  of Washington: “So long as we are going 
to extol patriotism and educate the younger generations in 
it, we shall have armaments, which ruin the physical and spir- 
itual life of the nations, and wars, temble, horrible w a r s ,  like 
those for which we are preparing ourselves, and  into  the 
circle of which we are introducing, corrupting them with our 
patriotism. . . .” 

So jolted,  students’ minds are opened. They  begin think- 
ing about the choice posed by Tolstoy,  between patriots  and 
peace. * 
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Mary McGrory 
Columnist, The Washington Post 

M Y PATRIOTISM IS OFTEN QUEsrIONED BY READERS. 
I come down to saying that I think it is possible to 
love  my country  without  loving  its wars. That’s pretty 

defensive,  but  if you saw  my mail, you  would  know  why. I also 
tell them I will match my love of country with that of  any  of 
those hearties in the Administration who  are sending Ameri- 
cans to war  having  declined to serve in one themselves. I refer 
to the Secretary of  Defense and the Vice President  particularly. 

* 
SeYmOw- PtQ?%&w“*~ 

F OLLOWING WEBSTER’S, A PATRIOT IS “ONE WHO 
loves his country and supports its authority and inter- 
est.”  Loving a country implies a love for its people. 

But  what about support for a country’s “authority and inter- 
est”? Interests are not  homogeneous and uniformly distrib- 
uted.  Occupational/class  groupings  display major variation in 
interests and concerns. Thus the interests of top managers of 
government and corporations are different  from  those  of  work- 
ing  people-of all grades.  Still, top decision  makers of national 
establishrnents/ruling  classes  identify the interests of a country 
as a whole  with theirinterests. Thus “defense”  has  little to do 
with  insuring popular self-rule.  Defense  forces to insure  the 
decision-making power  of the nation’s  ruling  class are “patri- 
otic” (as  in  “what’s good for General  Motors IS good for the 
country”). 

The decision-power  needs of the ruling  class are built into 
the very language that we  use. That leaves  us  unable to express 
affection for the ordinary people and for institutions that em- 
body democratic self-rule. 

Conventionally, patriotism is  tied to the beliefs and rituals 
of the state  religion,  in  which the state is a god and its top man- 
agers and senior  military officers a priesthood. This state reli- 
gion  has patriotic rituals, such as parades, that mask the sys- 
tem of authoritarian control by proclaiming affection for the 
country as a whole. 

Can patriotism be  given  new meaning? Perhaps, by replac- 
ing  uncritical subordination to class  hierarchy  with democra- 
cy in the workplace and in the wider  society. 

* 
pl39talieMerchant 
Lmd singec l0,oOO Maniace 

P ATRIOTISM  ASKS  THAT WE EMBRACE A UNIFIED 
America, yet no simple  vision  of  America can accom- 
modate its  diversity. Few of us are able to call  ourselves 

native;  most  of us trace our family  lineages  to  nations great dis- 
tances from  these shores. With  passing  generations we are “as- 
similated,” yet our former  cultures are never fully relinquished. 
The heritage we retain and the characteristics  of the one we 
adopt intermingle; we are defining and  becoming  American. 

The acceptance  of a common  historical view  may be con- 
sidered the cornerstone  of  nationalism, yet when I consider the 
most  broadly  accepted view  of history 1 realize that my Amer- 
ica  is quite different.  In my America  Columbus was not a be- 
nevolent  explorer  who happened upon an earthly paradise that 
yielded  itself  bloodlessly to his  will. In my America the native 
peoples of this continent were not hostile  savages,  unprovoked 
to  violence  against the benign European colonialists.  In my 
America the tobacco exports of the newborn  Virginia  settle- 
ment  addlcted a world to a powerful drug to secure a market 
and  survival. In my America the capture, torture and enslave- 
ment of a race is unforgivable. In my America the blood and 
sweat of millions  created an industrial power,  and fortunes for 
relatively few. 

In my America  there is a hope that democracy  is not forev- 
er  destined to be corrupted by wealth  influencing power. In my 
America  women  will no longer  need to fight to possess them- 
selves. In my America the basic  rights  of 011 its  citizens  must 
be respected, and this  respect  extends  beyond  borders.  And  in 
my America the burden of world  power  will  be accepted  more 
gracefully,  with the people  of the United  States  learning to rec- 
ognize their brothers and sisters  worldwide. 

There is one tradition in  America I am proud to inherit. It 
is our first  freedom and the truest expression  of our Amen- 
canism: the  ability to dissent  without fear. It  is our  right to utter 
the words, “I disagree.” We must  feel  at  liberty  to  speak those 
words to  our neighbors, our clergy, our educators, our news 
media, our lawmakers and, above all, to the one among us we 
elect  President. 

Ir 

Jefferson Morley 
m i i i c a l ~ s p i n r n q g a z i n e  

P ATRIOTISM (AT ITS BEST) IS PRIDE  OF  PEOPLE AND 
place. For me that means  pride  in our traditions of per- 
sonal freedom and respect  for free speech;  in our 

diverse  culture(s),  especially our music; and in our wealth  of 
natural beauty.  Such a patriotism may or may not be nation- 
alistic. It speaks to true strength of that nation but it does not 
require or imply  loyalty to the bureaucracies or ideology of the 
state except  when  these traditions, cultures and natural won- 
ders  need defending. Is such a patriotism part of the “histor- 
ic internationalism of the liberal left”? Not if this fine phrase 
is a euphemism  for the mercifully  defunct internationalism of 
Communism. Is such a patriotism required to celebrate the 
slaughter of Desert Storm? No. 

* 
Mkahaf31-u.k 
tzo-dimm, Advocacy Instaa 

W HO AMONG US DID NOT REACT WITH ENVY TO 
the luminous voices-Walesa and Havel,  Michnik 
and Mandela, Tutu and others-that seemed to 

rise out of the midst of oppression to speak  eloquently of the 
core  values of a civic  society?  And  people  were  moved by these 
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voices to take action, bear  witness, stand tall, risk danger and 
rise  beyond narrow self-interest. 

Here, by drab  contrast, we  saw ourselves as  an uninspired 
people,  led by uninspired leaders, mired  in self-interest. We 
saw our citizenry as apathetic except  when roused to action 
to pursue divisive,  single-issue passions or greed. 

But that sentiment  overlooks our persisting tradition of cit- 
izen grass-roots  movements and leadership. My pride in coun- 
try stirs whenever I see yet another citizen activist or group 
of  citizen activists rise up in spontaneous,  appropriate civic 
outrage to challenge corporate or governmental  wrongdoing. 
And without PAC  money, without P.R. consultants, without 
massive corporate resources or formal authority, such  citizens 
sometimes prevail. 

Our great and small  citizen  movements  have  been charac- 
terized by the emergence of gifted and effective  civic leaders, 
“sparkplugs” galvanizing and empowering their colleagues 
and their communities. A look into  the heart of any of the 
dozens of successful  citizen  campaigns-for  civil  rights, arms 
control, public health, environmental protection, consumer 
justice, the defense of children-reveals  such indigenous issue 
leaders at  the core. 

De  Tocqueville noted this peculiar American trope to ac- 
tivist voluntary association. It remains one of our glories. 

* 
Kaw Pollitt 
-et; essayist; Nation contributing editor 

I T’S BAD ENOUGH THAT THE LIBERAL  LEFT HAS BEEN 
falling over  itself for a decade trying to capture  the val- 
ues of religion and “the family”  for our side. Do we have 

to wave the flag too? In my  view, the civic virtues with which 
liberal American patriotism likes to associate itself-the rule 
of  law, respect for the individual, tolerance and so forth- 
can be defended on their own terms. Why connect them  to 
a quality whose primary social function, as we saw during the 
Bush presidential campalgn and again during the gulf  war, 
is to encourage feelings  of  false superiority and  to discour- 
age dissent from groupthink? 

I realize that internationalism is a bit of a bloodless ideal, 
but I still think it’s the only honorable course for a left that 
means anything. After all, we don’t have  any  power. We might 
as well  have some principles. 

* 
Neil Postman 
professor, Nezv Y& University school of Education 

A S I SEE IT, A PATRIOT IS SOMEONE WHO ORGAN- 
lzes  his or her  political and social  values around a set 
of national ideals. Patriotism does not imply  love of 

government and certainly does not require that  one ignore the 
gap between a nation’s ideals and its practices  in actual social 
life. In fact, one of the  important principles of the American 
Creed is that citizens have an obligation to criticize govern- 

ment and  other actors in society  when the  disparity between 
ideal and reality becomes too great. 

I consider myself a devoted American patriot because the 
American  Creed,  which  developed out of the epoch of the En- 
lightenment, is humanistic and liberal and  has  a universalist 
dimension. It expresses the essential dignity of human beings 
and confidence  in the value  of  decisions arrived at by common 
counsel rather than by  violence. It explicitly states enlightened 
conditions of political association in the First Amendment 
to  the  Constitution. These ideals have formed my own con- 
sciousness, and I have found no reason to reject them. 

It sometimes happens that people  who were born and raised 
in America are so insulted by the imperfections of government 
and social life that the nation’s  ideals  become  invisible to them. 
When this happens, it is  well to remember that Chinese stu- 
dents expressed their impulse to freedom and democracy by 
making their papier-m5che  version  of the Statue of  Liberty; 
or that students in Prague in  protest over government oppres- 
sion read aloud from the works of Thomas Jefferson. It also 
helps to remember the American  Creed by talking to immi- 
grants who  have come to America, recently and in the past, 
and  who  know well why they left  their own native  land and why 
they have come  here. 

Ir 
Ishmael Reed 
Novelist; publisher, Konch magazine 

I NTEGRATION, THE ATTEMFT  TO MAKE EVERYBODY 
white and  straight, having failed, the United States re- 
mains a  land of many  nations-gender, racial, religious, 

etc.-with some  nations having more  power than others. 
When  George  Bush, James Baker and Lee Atwater-the  Wil- 
lie Horton Three-designed the most  racist national  cam- 
paign since the election  of 1864, they  were playing to the 
irrational fears the white nation has regarding the  old  threat 
of enforced miscegenation and genetic annihilation, so suc- 
cessfully  used  by  white nationalists of Germany during the 
1930s and 1940s (they too regarded their culture as the one 
all others should emulate, “the mainstream” and  “the uni- 
versal”). The late Lee  Atwater, to his credit, broke ranks with 
the  originators of this ugly and despicable campaign by ad- 
mitting to its true purpose. 

Although  the media, which are the main purveyors of 
“myths” that members of some Amencan nations hold about 
others, portray black nationalism as the only nationalism in 
town (AI Sharpton, Minister Farrakhan, Sonny Carson, Pub- 
lic Enemy), white nationalism is much more influential.  The 
media-which  have  less black, brown and yellow participa- 
tion than the institutions whose  racism  they  cover-often put 
a white nationalist spin on things. White reporters and com- 
mentators both male and feminist,  including those on alterna- 
tive radio and television,  recently  aided the white nationalist 
President by framing affirmative action as a racial  issue,  when 
the chief beneficiaries are white  women. 

White nationalists view blacks-members  of the enemy na- 
tion-as the ringleaders behind all social and  cultural  “prob- 
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lems.” For  example, though the diversity  movement includes 
Chicanos, Chicanas, Asian-Americans,  African-Americans, 
women,  gays and lesbians,  it’s  always the blacks  who come 
in for heavy criticism in books, articles and  Op-Eds written 
by antidiversity (white nationalist) writers. 

Black  nationalism  is not without its  embarrassments,  which 
make  it  seem petty and provincial (as all nationalisms are)- 
homophobia, misogyny, anti-Semitism, antimiscegenation, 
you name it. But at their most thoughtful, Afrocentric au- 
thors show that they,  being bicultural and capable of discuss- 
ing Hegel, Freud, Melville and Einstein, as well as Diop, 
Wright, Wells, Bambara, Cortez and African authors, are 
more cosmopolitan than  the white nationalist intellectuals, 
who labor under some sort of  medieval standard which holds 
that all of the knowledge  of the world  is  located  in the writ- 
ings of ninety or so mostly dead white  male authors (authors 
many  of them haven’t read). The duty of the  true  patriot, a 
citizen of the world, is to expose nationalism as the village 
idiot of the Global Village. 

* 
Larry Rivers 
THE LAST CIVIL WAR VETERAN 

John Rosenberg 
m-esident. Online Resources, Arlington, Vivyinia 

F OR TOO LONG THE LEFT HAS TOO EASILY REGARDED 
patriotism as the first refuge of scoundrels. Perhaps 
the main source of this longstanding discomfort with 

patriotic sentiment is that patriotism celebrates, at least  in 
theory, the national community as a whole  while the left, es- 
pecially in theory, is oppositional, outside, dissenting. Tradi- 
tionally  class  based,  with  workers viewed as the engine  driving 
society to a better future, the left is now largely a collection 
of racial, ethnic and gender interests plus some academic de- 
fenders of  multiculturalism-progressives all, but with no 
agent of progress and hence no real  reason to believe in prog- 
ress, in sight or in mind. 

With  tittle to unite  it  except opposition to the dominant cul- 
ture, the left today has lost both  the desire and the ability 
to lay claim to any significant portion of the landscape of 
American values. Equal  opportunity?  It has a disparate im- 
pact. Free  speech? It protects racist and sexist epithets. Self- 
determination? A principle useful only for bashing the 
Russians or protecting oil sheiks. This is overstated, to be sure, 
but not by much. From what  precinct of the left today could 
an  authentic voice  claim something like “This land is your 
land, this land is my land . . . ”? Patriotism is an expression 
of solidarity, a principle  long  favored on the left, but the term 
itsel6  reveals our predicament. Solidarity of  whom?  With 
whoh? For  what? It is a far but revealing cry  from  “Solidarity 
Forever” to “Solidarity  in Support of  Diversity,” a banner dis- 
played during the recent  controversy  over affirmative action 
at Georgetown Law School. That’s a hard  flag to rally around. 

* 
Edwaxd W. Said 
Pmfmor of litemture, mu* Lhziversicy 

W ’HICH COUNTRY? I’VE NEVER FELT THAT I BE- 
longed  exclusively to one country, nor have I been 
able to identify “patriotically” with  any other than 

losing  causes. Patriotism is best thought of as an obscure  dead 
language, learned prehlstorically but almost forgotten and 
almost unused  since.  Nearly  everything normally associated 
with  it-wars, rituals of nationalistic loyalty,  sentimentalized 
(or invented) traditions, parades,  flags, etc.-is quite dreadful 
and full of appalling claims of superiority and pre-eminence. 
But perhaps those are all the results of applied patriotism. Is 
theoretical patriotism really that much better? Thinking af- 
fectionately about home is all 1’11 go along with. 

Paul Savoy 
constitutional lawyer 

I F THE LIBERAL LEFT HAS LOST THE BATTLE FOR THE 
symbols of Americana in an age of  false patriotism, it 
is not simply  because  Republicans have corrupted the art 

of political discourse.  George  Bush and Ronald  Reagan  have 
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been so successful in  appropriating  the symbolism of God, 
country and flag because  progressives  have failed to fill the 
spiritual void by illuminating the original understanding of 
American patriotism. 

Henry Clay  described the patriotic spirit as “the sublimest 
of public virtues.” In  its original sense, patriotism  presupposed 
that the citizens  of a republic, as well as its lawmakers,  would 
be motivated by the desire to enhance the public good more 
than their own self-interest. Legislators  would not be parti- 
sans for special interests but what Madison in The Federuiist 
Popers called “impartial guardians of a common interest,” 
a representative body of  citizens  “whose  wisdom  may  best dis- 
cern the true interest of their country, and whose patriotism 
and love of justice will  be least likely to sacrifice it to tem- 
porary or partial considerations.” 

No political party or national agenda in the history of the 
United  States  has more closely  approximated the Madisonian 
ideal of public virtue than  the modern progressive  vision of 
mutual caring over self-interest, human needs  over military 
needs, economic equity over trickle-down solutions, public 
investment  over  private greed. A broad coalition of feminists, 
civil  rights groups, peace  activists, labor organizations, farm- 
ers, environmentalists, public health advocates and public- 
spirited  seniors  is  capable  of forming a third party that speaks 
more directly than either Democrats or Republicans to what 
disaffected and suffering millions are longing to hear. 

If  progressives are ever to win in an imperfect world, we 
must  be patriotic enough to try making a better one anddan- 
gerous enough to be taken seriously. 

Ir 

David Seals 
Novelist 

I F LOVE OF AMERICA IS A  DEFINITION OF  PATRIOTISM 
then I have  none. If  to be born a citizen of the United 
States means that I am an “American”-and the peoples 

of Central and  South America are not (merely Costa Ricans 
and Peruvians and Incas)-then I renounce my citizenship. 
Far, far from  being an American I identify as a  Huron Indian 
living on the land of the ancient caretakers here in what is il- 
legally described as South Dakota, U.S.A.: This land is the 
Lakota Nation, and land and territory are the immemorial 
monuments of human pride. My devotion is not to the  abort- 
ed  welfare  of the U.S.A., but,  as a man of  civil  conscience, 
my duty is to overthrow the genocidal American Way of Life 
in order to try to save the sacred covenant with this land. 

Land is patriotism, Goddess Earth. 

Ir 

Jerrold Seigel 
professor of h i s t o r y ,  New York University; author 

P ATRIOTISM REMINDS US HOW BADLY IDEALS USUAL- 
ly fare in the real world. The ideal can be there all 
right. Thepatrie  that was en danger in the France of 

the 1790s  was endangered not just by foreigners but by those 
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whose  willingness to belong to the nation 
depended on its preservation of rank and 
privilege; to be a  patriot was to be on the 
side  of democracy and  the universal. By 
drawing  people out of their  narrow  every- 
day  concerns, patriotism of this sort may 
give them the first leg up on the ladder 
toward identification with humanity. 
There are times-our country’s fight 
against fascism during World  War I1 still 
seems  like one  to many people of my 
age-when that model may  yet be rele- 
vant. The  trouble is that patriotism also 
provides an oh-so-convenient way to con- 
fuse the higher ideals it announces with 
the narrow interests it  claims to tran- 
scend. The examples are legion. And this 
is the reason that patriotism is so confus- 
ing;  people  get  excited about it partly be- 
cause it’s a  cheap virtue and  partly be- 
cause it has a real transformative power, 
partly because it confuses transcend- 
ing self-interest with giving  in to it and 
partly because it’s one of the few ways 
many people have to join together with 
folks who are in some ways different 
and  distant. 

The muddle is so deep that it’s tempt- 
ing to throw up our hands  and leave pa- 
triotism to the yahoos. But nationality 
remains a fact of political life,  even for 
those who ache to transcend it. Marx fa- 
mously denied that proletarians had a 
country, but he also thought it obvious 
that each proletariat would first have to 
settle things with its own  bourgeoisie. 
Like Hegel, he understood that  human 
beings arrive at universal concerns only 
through the mediation of particular in- 
terests, sometimes ones with sordid and 
ugly features. The revolution was sup- 
posed to put an end to that contradiction 
but it  hasn’t and probably  won’t.  Barring 
such metaphysical transformations, the 
real  world  of politics remains one where 
many  of the people liberals  need to ad- 
dress experience patriotism as the first 
point of contact with  whatever  resources 
they  have available to invest  in a poli- 
tics of generosity and human concern. 
How nice if we could alchemically sep- 
arate  out  that vein  in patriotism from 
the dross that  surrounds it. Because we 
can’t, the Fourth of July is no picnic; but 
it’s not a good time to stay at home 
either. 

* 
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William H. Shannon 
M-; pfmesOl- emeritus, Na~areth cbm 

I N RECENT  WEEKS  WE  HAVE EXPERIENCED A GOOD 
deal of  an unprincipled (or perhaps I should say “un- 
thinking”) type of patriotism. There are people who, 

before the gulf war began, seemed to think it unjust and there- 
fore unjustifiable. But once we  were in it, their attitude be- 
came one of unquestioning support for the war effort. These 
are the people  who  felt and still feel that, if you didn’t sup- 
port the war,  you  were letting our servicemen and -women 
down. The  attitude seems to be:  As long as we’re in it, let’s 
win it. Questions such as, Is our cause just? Are we observing 
the kind  of restraint that  the principle of proportionality re- 
quires?  seem to have  disappeared into the question, How soon 
can we win? 

There may well  be people  who supported the war for moral 
reasons, but it is difficult to avoid thinking that what is being 
called patriotism today is, on the part of  many  people, a com- 
bination of “group narcissism”  (which turns us in on our- 
selves and enables us to see military victory for our side as 
the highest good of the moment) and a “neurotic obedience” 
(which  leaves decisions in the  hands of authority figures and 
thus relieves  us  of the anxiety of making our own  decisions 
and accepting the consequences of our own initiatives). This 
kind of immature patriotism can take on hysterical dimen- 
sions. Soon after the end of the war, I saw on  the television 
news pictures of a town  where there were  villages and yellow 
ribbons everywhere. One woman  interviewed said she was al- 
most afraid not to follow suit, even though she was opposed 
to  the war. Her fear was that if she did not conform her home 
would  be vandalized. 

Does  this mean, then, that patriotism is a quality of ques- 
tionable morality? Is patriotism an evil? At this point I would 
like to bring in an old friend who tends to be forgotten today: 
St.  Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas lists patriotism under the vir- 
tues.  And  he  sees  it as a potential part of the virtue of justice. 
In fact, the name he  uses for it may sound strange to us. He 
uses the name “piety.”  Piety for him is the virtue that moves 
us to offer honor  and respect to those to whom we are in- 
debted. He says we are indebted first of all to God; hence we 
owe piety to God. We are indebted to our parents; hence 
we  owe piety to them. We are also indebted to  our homeland; 
hence we owe piety to our homeland and to  our fellow citi- 
zens. The piety we  owe to homeland and all its people is  what 
Aquinas means by patriotism. 

I want to stress the point that he considers patriotism as a 
potential part of the virtue of justice. This surely means that 
patriotism must look to justice as its primary mentor. This 
means that anything that is against justice is surely  against the 
virtue of patriotism. Hence to  support and defend our coun- 
try on any  occasion where we are convinced  its actions may  be 
unjust is not patriotism at all .  As a  part of justice, patriotism 
demands that we make moral judgments on the course of ac- 
tions that our country may  take. A patriotism that refuses  ever 
to call one’s country to account for the morality of its action 
is no  true patriotism at all. It is a bogus patriotism. 
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Give words and  intellect to your hopes  and  anger 
THE  NEW YORK MARXIST SCHOOL 

An Independent  Center  for  Socialist  Education 
SPECIAL  SUMMER PROGRAMS 

Seminar  with ERNEST  MANDEL lntroductlon  by  Wllllam  Tabb 
Monday,  July  &Thursday,  July 11,6 30-10 00 PM 
Seminar  with  MARIA HELENA  MOREIRA ALVES 
Monday,  July  22-Thursday.  July 25,6 30-10 00 PM 
NATIONAL INTENSIVE SUMMER  SCHOOL 
The Materiallst  Understandlng of History, Marx’s Crltlque of 
Capitalism, Class  Struggle;  The  Future of Soclallsrn and the Cur- 
rent  Tasks  of  the Left. 
Friday,  July 12 and  Monday,  July  15-Saturday,  July 20 

Leonard St., New York. NY 10013, (212) 941-0332 
For brochure and appllcatlon  form contact The Brecht  Forum, 79 

congratulates 
The Nation 

II on its 125th Anniversary I 1  

1 6 0 1  Connecucut Ave , NW Washmgton. Dc 20009 

The  Fellowship of Reconciliation 
congratulates The Nation 
on its 125th anniversary! 

FOR, Box 271, Nyack, New York 10960 
Phone: 914/3584601 Fax: 914/3584924 

I say all  this because I think  that  patriotism has  become  a 
bad word for people who, because they see it so widely abused 
to cover actions that are  not  patriotic  at all,  want to banish 
the word entirely from  their own vocabulary. Like the man 
on the way from Jerusalem to Jericho, the word “patriotism” 
has  fallen among robbers  who have stripped  it of its true 
meaning. I want to be like the  Good  Samaritan  and rescue 
it from  the  damages it has  suffered  and restore it to  its  own 
good,  healthy  meaning. 

* 
Wallace Shawn 
Playwright; author; achr 

“P ATRIOTISM” CAN SEEM TO BE AS HARMLESS As 
the love of certain songs, food, a landscape. Cer- 
tain personalities  from one’s  own country  can 

seem so charming, so delightful. But “patriotism” always 
means: If you feel a fondness for your country,  then it ought 
to be  worth  it to you to do x-to kill, to destroy. 

Patriotism is considered to be an emotion a  person  ought 
to feel. But why? Why is it  nobler to love your own country 
than  to love someone else’s? Why is it particularly  wonder- 
ful to  think  that  the place you’re  from is the greatest in the 
world? Why should individuals speak in the first person plural 
about  “our ideals” and  “the  things we believe”? 

If certain  great  figures  from our country’s  past have had 
valuable insights, by  all means let’s be inspired by them. But 
let’s not make  a fetish out of it.  The  United  States is a mon- 
ster that must be stopped,  controlled. It’s too elaborate to say, 
We must  change our current  behavior because it violates our 
noble traditions. The historical point is probably untrue,  and 
it doesn’t  matter. 

For citizens of small, weak countries,  patriotism  might  be 
part of a yearning  for  justice. For people who are  despised, 
who  despise themselves, more self-esteem might be a  good 
thing. But for people who already are In love  with  themselves, 
who worship themselves, who  deeply believe they’re superior 
to others,  more self-esteem is not needed. What we need in- 
stead is to know ourselves. 

* 
Stanley K. Sheinbaurn 
Publlisher, New Perspectives Quarterly; e c d t  

I WAS BUT A LAD WHEN  THE KIDS ON THE NEXT BLOCK, 
124th Street, and  those on 123rd, mine, waged war with 
each  other,  complete  with  hostile invasions and even in- 

juries. “Us kids” on 123rd Street were always the  good ones, 
of course, always described to our  mamas  and  papas  as  the 
defenders, never the aggressors like “them.” I remember ask- 
ing  myself, What the hell  is a l l  this about? What’s better about 
123rd Street? While I knew little about architecture at the time, 
I was  never impressed that  the buildings on either  block out- 
did those  on  the other. Nor did I know much  more about girls 
at the time, but even  my untutored eye could  not  discern any 
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I TOP SECRETS & SUPERGUNS 
‘A POSTWAR LOOK’ 

jc Why has Saddam Hussein continued in power  (and does the 
U.S. prefer to  see him there)? 

* What is the connection between  Iraq’s quest to build  nuclear 
weapons and the multi-billion-dollar fraud by officials in 
Atlanta of the Italian  Banco  Nazionale  del Lavoro? 

* Why  did the British government stand back while Farzad 
8 Bazoft, a journalist they  had  employed as a spy, was  hanged 
by Iraq? 

* What role did bungled diplomatic relations between Washing- 
ton and  Baghdad  play in the explosion of the Persian Gulf 
conflict? { ; r  

Saddam Hussein’s Ambition for Iraq 

T he best researched and 
most  up-to-date of the 

postwar books offers a thor- 
ough and balanced account of 
Saddam  Hussein. Mideast and 
superweapons  expert  Simon 
Henderson places the  current 
conflict in historical  context; 
clarifies the forces that gave 
rise  to  a  man hke Saddam; and 
draws on numerous  contacts 
in dlplomatlc and mtelllgence 
circles to offer startling new 
mformatlon,  including  details 
of the extenslve international 
networks that  arm Iraq. 
Includes photos, maps, charts. 
Paperback, $14.95 

At bookstores everywhere 

San Franclsco t * E G  

difference  between the good looks on my 
block and theirs. So what was I expected 
to be loyal to on 123rd Street? No ration- 
al reason ever presented itself; there was 
even the suspicion that  a kind of animal 
instinct was at work. 

As I have  aged-which I have done  a 
lot-I figure that  the purpose, when  there. 
is no particular principle involved,  comes 
down to the self-interest of those few who 
happen to take charge of one of these 
“nations” or another. I can certainly ac- 
cept loyalty as being relevant to family 
and even to friends, but  not  to mere ac- 
quaintances on 123rd  Street or to abstract 
bodies of land. 

In the final analysis, patriotism  and 
loyalty ring beautifully, but how can 
thinking people-those  who  have  broken 
free from the animal level-devote them- 
selves to  patriotism when it is  merely a 
trapping devoid of principled content? 
We have known for centuries that prop- 
agandistic rhetoric and  the waving of the 
flag alongside militaristic adventurism 
evoke “proud”  emotional stirrings, and 
we convince ourselves that we are func- 
tioning on some higher plane. However, 
how high can  that  plane be  when  even 
Hollywood  achieves the same result  with 
mood music, color and even mirrors to 
evoke those very same  emotions when 
merely sitting between the  four walls  of 
some sterile odeon? We are too easily 
moved to tears and to the throbs of am- 
orous passion just  as we are to those al- 
legedly stratospheric values of God  and 
country. Why not call it manipulatlon? 
(No wonder we witness a symbiosis be- 
tween Washington and Hollywood.) 

The real trick hes  in promoting the 
principles  associated  with humanitarian- 
ism-that is, concerning ourselves  with 
the well-being  of all peoples. Too often 
those principles are set aside with the in- 
vocation of flag and national security. 
When President Bush was selling us on 
the gulf  war the  appeal was made to pa- 
triotism.  Then, when he began to talk 
about  a “new  world  order,” about which 
the entire country, even the world, was 
eager and hungry to know  more,  he  could 
have become a  true leader and  taught us 
that perhaps indeed there could be sub- 
stantive humanitarian  content  to these 
concepts of patriotism  and loyalty, in- 
stead of never mentioning them at all. 
The 123rd Street kids are  no different 
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from “those” on l a t h ,  as indeed the Kurds are no different 
from the Latvians, the  other Balts or the 100,OOO Iraqis we 
killed. And somewhere in that  thought lies the potential for 
making the new world order a reality. 

* 
Robert Sherrill 

J 
R e p ? ” ;  cmporations -, The Nation 

IMMY DURANTEs HAD  THE BEST CONCEPT OF PATRI- 
otism: “If my country needs me, 1’11 answer the call, 
but they’d better not call me  collect.” 

* 
Daniel Singer 
Author; Eumpe correspondent, The Nation 

B ORN IN ONE COUNTRY, BROUGHT UP IN ANOTHER, 
living and working in  a  third, I am what used to  be 
known as  a “rootless and passportless cosmopoli- 

tan,”  except that I have a British passport. Since I am also, 
unfashionably, a p a t  admirer  of  Rosa  Luxemburg, anything 
that is nationalist should be alien to me and I should be the 
last person to preach on the subject. 

If I nevertheless had to proclaim a patriotic objective, 1 
would define it as follows: to  turn one’s country  into such a 
society of freedom, equality and social justice that it would 
influence others by its example. The inevitable transcending 
of frontiers would thus not be the result of a “world order” 
imposed  from  above and abroad but a gradual construction 
by the associate producers first on  the national and then on 
the international scale. ?bo points must be mentioned. The 
nation-state may be historically doomed, yet it still  provides 
the first stage for  the radical transformation of society.  Sec- 
ond,  the universal,  toward  which we tend and which corre- 
sponds to the economic and ecological  needs of our planet, 
should in no way clash  with differences in language, culture 
and civilization. Instead of suppressing them, it must thrive 
on differences. But for the time being, as patriotism stands 
for the negation of the other, for oppression and for military 
parades, I can only repeat Rimbaud’s words: “Ma patrie se 
Ike, j’aime  mieux  la  voir  assise” or, roughly, “My  country 
stands tall, I prefer it seated.” 

* 
Patricia Smith 
&et; arts critic The Boston Globe 

T HIS WAS INSPIRED BY A VISIT TOTOMPKINS SQUARE 
Park the day before it  was  closed by the City of  New 
York. The national anthem was playing  through  some- 

one’s radio, perhaps before a baseball game, and one homeless 
man was standing, saluting. 

Oh  say,  we’ve  seen too much. 
The Star-Spangled Banner pushes 

T o  
T H E  NATION 

Congratulations on 
THIS, ITS 125TH 
ANNIVERSARY, 

and 
Best Wishes for 

the Next 125 Years of Service. 

NEWSPAPER GUILD OF NEW YORK 

BARRY F. LlPTON TOM PENNACCHIO 
R E b t  Semtwy- Treasu~er 

The  First  Amendment in Crisis: 
Arts and Entertainment 

A one-hour audiocassette on threats to free expression 

Dennis Barrie, director of Cinclnnati’s  Contemporary Arts 
Center, recently  found  not guilty on obscenity charges for 
displaying Robert Mapplethorpe’s The Perfect Moment 

Judy Blume, award-winning  author of chlldren’s fictlon that has 
been  censored  nationwide 

Danny  Goldberg,  presldent of  Gold  Mountam Entertalnment, 
chair of  the  ACLU  Foundation of Southern  California and out- 
spoken critic of record  labeling 

Robert Scheer, national  correspondent for the Los Angeles 
Times, who reported on the  Meese Comrnlsslon on Pornography 

Catharine  Stimpson, Rutgers  University  graduate  school  dean 

Moderated by Victor Navasky, editor of The Natron 

Introduced by Christie Hefner, chaw  and CEO of Playboy 
Enterprises 

A colloquium  co-sponsored by  the  Playboy  Foundation  and  The 
Nation Institute on October 24, 1990, in New York City 

To order this hard-hitting cassette,  please  make  your  check 
payable to The Nation Institute, 72 Fifth Avenue,  New  York,  NY 
10011. The cost IS $20 per  cassette 
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like a  cough  through America’s mouth 
and the twilight’s last gleaming is just  that, 
a sickly flash  above our heads 
as we ride  unsuspecting in the bellies 
of sleek trains,  plop to our knees in churches, 
embracing truths  that disgust us, 
as we tumble  beneath tangled sheets 
measuring and savoring  the  skin of our lovers, 
what so proudly we wail the anthems of radio 
electric  rhythms  siphoned  from black boys 
on the  streets of Roxbury, what so proudly we 
wail those  instant  grade-school  stanzas praising 
wheatfields we have  never seen, what so proudly we wail 
each precise and  stagnant  chant we have been taught, 
pledging allegiance with raised eyes 
and  hands  slapped over our blubbering  hearts, what so 
proudly we fail to pull  together our frantic verses 
of “no, no, dammit,  no more,” what so proudly 
we fail to hear  it,  the  song we really need to sing, 
great  gulping syllables off target, off key, 
how wonderfully  its tinny melody is pulled 
through  the air, and  the man who wears his 
body on his back feels his switch flipped and 
it seems he is standing forever, up, up. 

* 

Ted Solotaroff 
Ed*; essayist; critic 

M Y MOST POWERFUL PATRIOTIC  EXPERIENCE GOES 
back about twenty-five years. It was at the  famous 
anti-Vietnam War demonstration  at  the Pentagon. 

The  students  and  the rest of us  were sitting  there on the pave- 
ment  and  the soldiers and  their  officers were standing  before 
us, mostly one generation  from  two  Americas. The soldiers 
were nervous and sullen;  their own solidarity seemed to be in 
their weapons. The students were relaxed and cheerful;  their 
only weapon in  the looming  confrontation was the  solidarity 
of their idealism. At one  point they began singing “America 
the Beautiful,” and  as I joined in I thought of Paul  Good- 
man’s recent words, “We only want our  country back again.” 

I knew what  he  meant and I could see there. right  before 
me, the  difference between the  American  patriotism I had 
grown up with during  the Roosevelt era and  the nationalism 
that had taken over after World War 11. The patriotism  rooted 
in social and political idealism continued to flicker during  the 
antiwar movement of King, McCarthy  and Bobby Kennedy 
and came to another climax  the  night  McGovern was nomi- 
nated. Since then  no viable leader  has emerged from that 
other America that I still love, increasingly in the abstract, 
while the nationalist leaders continue to fmd wars and weapons 
to mobilize their  America. I still think  the  other America  is 

We Can Kick the Yellow Ribbon Syndrome-WEAR RED & BLACK! 
We call on everyone who cannot  celebrate a massacre to wear red and black ribbons-not yellow We  wear  these colors. 

to syrnbollze blood spllled for 0 1 1 . .  to mourn the  death of tens of thousands of our Arab  slsters and  brothers ... 
H to show our support for the GIs and  others who now  face  courts-martlal,  trlals  and  lmprlsonrnent  for  resisting  the war.. . 

to oppose the “vlctory/welcome home” events  and  parades being staged on the bones  and blood of the war vlctlrns. 

We urge you to join us in wearing  and  popularizing the red and  black  campaign, to proclaim loud and  clear: 

Ue Did Not Support The  War, W Do Not Celebrate  Their Victory, 
And W WdI Not Salute  Their New M r l d  Order! 

lnrtral Srgnators (rndrvrduals’organrzatrons lrsted for  ldentrfrcatron purposes only) Bay  Area  Rellglous  Peace Action, Hands Off!, Long Island Catholic Peace kllowshlp- 
Kathy  BoyIan (Gulf Peace  Team), Bdl Brisottl. l o e  Hamilton, Patti and vic Scutan,  RAW-Roots  Against  War  (Bay  Area),  Refuse and Reslst,  Students  Agalnst  War  (NYC), 

at the  Parade of Shame, NYCJune  loth, Damel B e r n y ,  S J  , Francis  A.  Boyle,  Prof of Int’l Law, Unw of 111mo1s, Rev. Robert  Castle  (Eplscopal  prlest who led slt-In at  Cathe% 
United Bay Area  Wterans  Agalnst  War,  Vietnam VeteramAgainsl the War/Anti-lmperlallst, War Parade  18-Protestors  arrested wlth multlple felony  and  mlsderneanorcha es 

of St John the Dlvlne lo protest  serwce  for  Schwarz  opf, Powell I% Cheney),  Dave  Clennon, Carl DIX, nat’l  spokesperson, Revolutionary Communist Party  (served 2 yrs In 

War  Parade 18 (denounced Schwarzkopf as murderer In St John‘s  Cathe&), Cavrlella Gemma, Nat‘l Coalltlon to Stop U S lntelventlon In the Mlddle East, Ilrn Haughton, 
Leavenworth  for  refuslng to go to Vletnam),  Shawn  Elchrnan and J o e  U 0, convicted of felony  for  protest at  Tlmes Sq Recrultlng  Statlon  (NYC), Phil Farnham,  RCP-NYC, 

Flghtback  (Harlem), Ldia Howell, Poet/Actlvlst, M e r  Jamieson,  Vletnam Vet,  War Resisters League, Jq Johnson, Revolutionary Cornmunlst  Youth Brigade, Rev. Michael 
kndall, Cathedral  of St John the Dlvlne, Flo Kenned  Ron Kuby, William Kunstler, Hdlary Rlchard,  Erlc Seltz, and k n  Weinglass-Attorneys,  Alhaa) Ghazl Khankan,  Pres, 
Nat‘l Councll of Islam, C. Clark  Kissmger (organized trst antwar march on Washlngton, 1965), Yurl  Kochlyama, comrnunlty actlvlst, Beth hmont, Corlisslamont, Profesor 

Colony Theatre  (NYC), Maryarn Namazic and Sean Helller, War  Parade 18, Jef f  Paterson, Ronald jean-Baptlste, and Sam Lww-G I Resisters, Andrea C. poe, Fr. Salvador 
Louie  (Brooklyn), Fr. Lawrence  Lucas,  Church of the  Resurrectlon  (Harlem),  Dr. Mohammed T. Mehdi, Pres, ArabArnerlcan Relations Commlnee, Monika Mitchell, Member, 

Rm, St Mary and St Margaret  (South  Bronx), Rev. Lucius  Walker, Jr., lnterrellglous Foundatlon  for  Cornrnunlty Or anlzatlon (IFCO), Nwa E. Wartell, Nat’l Office, Stop the 

Asst Prof of Econornlcs,  Stockton  College 
U s WarMachlneAct!on  Network, Rev. George W. Webber,  Prof  and  Ex-Pres , NY Theologlcal  Semmary,  Paul Wngkt, #3930783, Pnsoners  Legal News, Behzad  Yaghamalan, 

”“““””””_ PLEASE  REPRODUCE AND DISTRIBUTE  THIS  STATEMENT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Prmt  Name ~ Slgnature 

Organlzatlon/Afflllatlon (for  ldentlhcatlon  purposes only) - 
Address  Phone 

Contrlbutlon 0 $25 $50 $100 Other $ (ChecUm o payable to  ”Actlon  Network”,  please  speclfy ”Red & Black”) 

Stop the U.S. War Machine Action Network, 175 5th Ave , S u l k  2175, New York, NY 10010 Tel/Fax  (212) 732-8660 or  (212) 642-5228 
I f  you and/or  your  organlzatlon  would  llke to be a slgnator  to  thls  call, please flll thls out  and  send  It  to 

Contact  the  Actlon  Network for ~nforrnatlon  about  the War Parade 18 Defense Campaign (NYC),  and  other  parade  protests  around  the  country 
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there,  waiting for a leader to restate and empower its ideals 
(Mario Cuomo did it for about  an  hour in 1984), but after 
the big brutal assertion in Iraq of America as Number One 
the night seems even darker and we are even farther from 
home. 

* 
Benjamin mock 
Bdiatrieiann; author; peace activist 

P ATRIOTISM BY MY DEFINITION IS PURPOSELY BROAD 
enough to cover my political opponents as well as my- 
self. It means  love of country  or region  in the sense 

of  wanting to work for its improvement, as well as defend it 
against the  attack of a foreign power that seeks to capture it 
or a domestic group that seeks to destroy its Constitution by 
illegal means. 

Relations between nations should be governed by their 
promises to the United  Nations;  this  is a world patriotism that 
should have a higher priority than loyalty to one’s  own na- 
tion. I view as dangerously ignorant those who  want to deny 
the label of patriot  to political opponents who are operatink 
within the  Constitution, or to pacifists. 

* 

Haunani-Kay T m k  
Haauaiian inclependence activist 

I N MY LANGUAGE, PATRIOTISM IS TRANSLATED AS 
Q/O~U  ha- love  of the  land. To our people, the  land is 
our mother,  Papa-hZmau-moku,  “she  who births islands.” 

Thus our birthplace, Hawai’i, is the child of Papa  and  the 
elder sibling of the Hawaiian people. In Hawaiian culture, as 
in  all of Polynesia, younger siblings must serve elder siblings 
who will nourish and protect us in return. As we care  for our 
lands and waters,  they  will  care for us. The relationship is not 
only reciprocal, it is familial. This is the principal tradition 
of my people and my country: aloha &nu,  love of the  land; 
aloha ciina, Hawaiian patriotism. 

In 1893 this tradition was forcibly interrupted by Ameri- 
can marines who invaded my country, overthrew our chiefly 
ruler and  supported  an all-white pro-American government 
in  place  of our Native Queen. M y  people had no voice in  this 
government, and no  part in the annexation of  our islands to 
the United States of America in 1898. 

Today, a different  kind of patriotism exists in my homeland. 
This patriotism came with the foreigners, the Americans. It 
is a patriotism of stolen Hawaiian lands and denied Native 
nationhood, of forced American citizenship and banished 
Hawaiian language. It is a patriotism that takes and destroys 
our lands and  our culture and our people and leaves  in their 

“A clear and timely analysis of the  current 
and  future  problems faced by  the  banking 
industry. . [P~erce]shows how banks and 

the banklng  Industry must be radically re- 
structured I f  taxpayer exposure to 

mount~ng losses among faded banks are to 
be effectively curtaded .... A ‘must-read’  for 
all those who are now fretting  about  the 

condltion of our  banks  ”“Robert E Lltan 

Grand Strategies 
in War and Peace 

edited by Paul M. Kennedy 

The  author of The R m  and Fall pfthe Great 
Powers brmgs  together a group of dlstm- 

gushed authorltles to look at how  the 
Unlted States, the Sovlet Unlon,  and 

various  European  powers have Integrated 
thelr polltical, economlc, and mhtary goals 

In order  to preserve then  long-term 
Interests In tlmes of war and peace The 

contnbutors-John B. Hattendorf, Michael 
L Howard, Eliot A. 

L Cohen,  Arther 
h Ferrill, J.H. 

Showalter, 
L Elliott, Dennis E. 

Rce,  and 
Kennedy-also 

advlce on the 
future  dlrectlons 
nations  should 

I 
take $25 00 

$25 00 A Twentieth Century Fund Report ‘ 92A Yale Station, New Haven: CT 06520 

“A fascinating and well-told story  of black 
mobhty Into the whlte  establlshment 

sponsored  by e k e  private  schools durmg 
the 1960s and 70s.”-E Dlgby Baltzell 
“An accurate and  truthful portrayal of 

one of America’s most successful 
educational  programs. . A must  read .... 
Eloquent, ... extraordinary.”-Garry D. 

Howard, The Phlladelphla Inquzrer $27 5 0  
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Democratic  Socialists 
of America 

The Nation 
salutes 

for 125 years of commitment 
to peace and justice 

For information about DSA, please  write  to us at 15 Dutch St., 
Y500, NY, NY 10038 or call (212) 962-0390. 

The Oflkers’ C m k l  of the 
CQALITION OF LABOR UNION WOMEN 

THE NATION 
on its 125th Anniversary 

far its outstanding reporting 
an provocative, progressive issues 

salutes and congratulates 

MOVING? 
Send both  your old mail- 
ing label and your new 
address to: 

THE NATION 
P.O. Box 10763 

Des Moines IA 5034M763 

Please allow 4-6 weeks for 
processlng. 

PROBLEMS? 
If you have any problems 
or questions regarding 
your subscription, please 
write to us at the address 
to the left, or call: 

1 (800) 333-8536 
Monday to Frlday 

7 00 am to 7.00 pm CST 
Saturday 

8 0 0 a m t o 4 0 0 p m C S T  

place  American military bases  with  nuclear  submarines,  killer 
jets and  arrogant young men. It is a patriotism of war. 

But we who were born  from  our mother, Hawai’i, still 
honor her and still work to protect and  to nourish her. We 
speak our own patriot’s language to America: ulohu iinu, love 
of the land; ulohu d i m ,  Hawaiian patriotism. 

* 
Calvin Trillin 
Journaliet; novelist; poet 

A NATIVE AMERICAN VIEW 
OF COLUMBUS’S VOYAGE 
Columbus sailed the Ocean blue 
In fourteen hundred and ninety-two. 
So, nu? 

* 
Kahrina vanden Heuvel 
EcEitov at large, The Nation 

F ORTY-SEVEN  YEARS  AGO, AS ANOTHER WAR DREW 
to a close, President Franklin Roosevelt  called for an 
Economic Bill  of Rights. It included “the right to a 

useful and remunerative job in the industries or shops or 
farms or mines of the nation; the right to  earn enough to pro- 
vide adequate food and clothing and recreation . . . the right 
of every  family to a decent home; the right to adequate med- 
ical care  and  the  opportunity to achieve and enjoy good 
health; the right to adequate protection from the economic 
fears of old age, sickness, accident and unemployment; the 
right to a good education.’’  Try to imagine President Bush 
calling for such a bill. 

Patriotism means that no citizen is denied  these  basic  rights. 
For  unless there is security here at home there cannot be last- 
ing peace  in the world. 

* 
Harriet Vim Home 
ml4wiskm critic, LQS Angeles Times &yndicaf.e 

T HE CORROSION OF PATRIOTISM IN OUR TIME IS A 
saga of lost  innocence. One of the dogmas of our great 
past was the assumption that every citizen was a pa- 

triot. In a kinder,  gentler  age, nobody felt obliged to proclaim 
himself a bigger,  braver patriot  than  the next person. 

In the 198Os, a time when  wealth accumulated and men de- 
cayed, the  superpatriots entered Gloryland. They were the 
anointed Moral Majority. They stood  foursquare for God. 
Ronald Reagan and  the bombing of abortion clinics. 

The President  one  critic has described as ‘‘modly impaired” 
gave the kiss  of  life to  the jingoists. Old-style patriots who 
liked to quote the Founding Fathers and the Bill of Rights were 
verbally stoned and  put outside the pale. We could only  wince 
when the President called the conims “freedom fighters,” 
when  Oliver  North became a national hero, when the pledge 
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of allegiance became-with sinister embellishments-a cam- 
paign issue. 

In  the Reagan-Bush era we old-style patriots have done a 
~ lot of wincing. We winced when Grenada was invaded to 

“protect” American medical students who were  never  in dan- 
ger. We winced  when Jeane Kirkpatrick told us that in  the 
dark days  before  Reagan “nobody was representing the Unit- 
ed States.” We winced-and some of us  wept in shame-when 
George  Bush,  wearing the white  flower  of a blameless life,  won 
the 1988 election with tactics only a Mafia don could admire. 

Being eighteenth-century-style patriots-rational, tolerant, 
liberal-has stigmatized us in the eyes of the  jingo-patriots. 
We have not shown much  wisdom in  conveying the meaning 
of our quiet but deeply  felt patriotism. How shall we per- 
suade  the flag-wavers that patriotism is not an enforceable 
sentiment? How can we tell them  that patriotism is wanting 
the best for a country  that has never  lived up to its potential? 

In this vast and diverse country there will probably never 
be a consensus on patriotism. There is too deep a chasm be- 
tween the haves and the have-nots,  between the educated and 
the ignorant. Patriotism flourishes best  in a community with 
common ideals, a common frame of reference. Thanks  to 
years of unrestricted immigration, it  will take years to assim- 
ilate the millions who brought little to these shores beyond 
their strong backs and desperate hungers. 

It seems that only an outbreak of war generates a surge of 
patriotism, a feeling  of  unity. And if the war happens to be 
one of President Bush’s swaggering, ego-enhancing skir- 
mishes,  even that consensus  proves  fragile, as the gulf war has 
clearly shown. 

Maybe George Bernard Shaw was right when  he wrote in 
1915, “You’ll  never  have a quiet world  till you knock the pa- 
triotism out of the human race.” The  thought is too radical 
for most of us, but there’s a kernel of wisdom there. 

* 
Gore Vidal 

W 
Navelist; essayist; playwrisht 

HAT IS PATRIOTISM NOW, AND HOW DO WE GET 
rid of it, and what do we put in its place, if any- 
thing? The word is politically incorrect, of course. 

Patria-pater-father. So where  is  Mom?  Didn’t she help Dad 
turn the American  wilderness into a cement  desert  bright  with 
golden  arches?  Didn’t  she help Dad  kill those pesky  redskins? 
Anyway,  whose patria are we talking about? The so-called In- 
dians are the original Americans whose homeland European 
invaders  stole.  My  own family settled on Cherokee land in 
South Carolina and on Chickasaw land in  Mississippi.  In due 
course, the remnants of dozens of tribes were finally dumped 
in  what is now Oklahoma, a place none of  us  wanted  any part 
of until the oil started to gush at the Osage reservation, and 
my Mississippi-born grandfather made a state out of the last 
worst hope of the Choctaws, Sioux, Seminoles, et al. 

Certainly, it is  very hard for most Americans to be patri- 
otic when there is no agreed-upon country to cherish, only 
warring tribes and, over all, a National Security State  to keep 

the lid  on-$300  billion a year  for  law and order. There is one 
nation for a black, one for a boat-person, a third for a Cher- 
okee, and milk and honey for that one-fifth of the popula- 
tion with money. What we are now witnessing is not so much 
the disintegration  of the United States (less dramatic than that 
of the Soviet Union but no less  inexorable) as the brand-new 
realization that we are never going to integrate in order  to  form 
a more  perfect nation-state of the sort that Bismarck and Lin- 
coln dreamed of. There  is a flight from the center  everywhere. 
Simultaneously, there is a centripetal movement  toward the 
creation of a single  world state in order to preserve, protect 
and defend the  human race-from itself. The world state will 
be a tyrannous one unless the tribes assert themselves  within 
the framework  of  what will  be not a nation-state but, ideally, 
an organization to  monitor the weather, the food supply, the 
(Om Pro Nobis, Pacer Sancte) population. 

Signs and Portents 
On July 4, the Descendants of Robert Kay will hold an an- 

nual reunion in South Carolina. Who was Robert Kay? A de- 
scendant himself  of  English farmers who came to Virginia  in 
the seventeenth  century,  he bought land (1791) in what is  now 
Anderson County, South Carolina. He has many  descendants 
and I am one of them. So is my seventh cousin, Jimmy Car- 
ter (all right, all right, it could have  been  Gerald Ford). I won’t 
be there this year but last year I attended  the  Gore family re- 
union in  Mississippi.  At the last moment cousin Albert (AI) 
Gore Jr. and his button-cute wife, Tipper, sent word that a 
fundraiser took precedence  over kin. I found  this  candor en- 
dearing. The cousinage did not. 

I knew no  one at the gathering but I was at home. Who 
would not be  when confronted with 200 variations of one’s 
own nose and elephantine ears? These clan reunions that are 
taking place all  over the  country  are  not a WASP phenome- 
non. Blacks  have  been  searching out their roots for some time 
while the original “Americans” have  never ceased to honor 
their tribal ghosts, just  about all that we have left them. His- 
panics now  live  in blithe unassimilated enclaves  in what Mex- 
icans still refer to as  the Occupied Lands, seized by us from 
Mexico  in 1848. Meanwhile,  American Jews gaze raptly upon 
their  recently  exhumed “homeland,” half a world  away from 
North America, and though most of them sensibly refuse to 
go there to live,  they  allow the rest of us to  finance (officially 
at a cost thus far of  over $50 billion) this land that other Jews 
have occupied. Is ~t any wonder that, in the absence of an 
agreed-upon nation, our many tribes are unfurling their 
standards  and castlng ever  wider the webs of kinship for mu- 
tual  support  and defense against the state that  no  one loves? 
If the Vice President and Secretary of Defense chose not to 
fight for their country in Vietnam, why should anyone fight 
for their country? Suddenly, all our turkeys are coming home 
to roost; and the skies are dark with  their  unlovely  wings  while 
the noise of their gobbling makes hideous Sunday television. 

As there was, famously, no there there in  Gertrude Stein’s 
Oakland, so there is no here  here, and to try to do something 
about it is to misread the times that we live in. We can do noth- 
ing at all. Jefferson foresaw the eventual degradation of our 
system and he  suggested that we hold a constitutional con- 
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vention once a generation. But neither 
our rulers nor their hapless critics will 
allow  such a thing. ("You see, they will 
take away the Bill  of  Rights";  plainly, 
it is more  seemly to allow the Supreme 
Court  to take it  away.) 

So, center-less, we  now begin to fall 
apart. Meanwhile, the clans are  gather- 
ing. If the  state be bad, then each tribe 
must  protect  itself, and we shall  exchange 
the world  of  Jefferson for that of Hobbes. 
In due course, the idea of the nation-state 
may  become as obsolete as the nation- 
state, in fact, already is.  Russia  is more 
mirror of us-or  we  of it-than ei- 
ther cares to admit. In any  case, it will 
be the collapse of the world's  already 
skewed economy that will  make for great 
change, not the firing of a patriot's gun 
at some National Security Fort. 

From the one, many. That could  be our 
happy fate in a single, interdependent 
world, with no flags to burn,  no guns to 
be shot in anger, no-dare I propose so 
dangerous a proposition?-taxation  with- 
out representation? In short, a new  world 
disorder. Freedom, justice for all. CNN, 
too. In hoc signo . . . 

Ir 
Michele Wallace 
AuUUW; critic, The Village Voice 

I HAVE ALWAYS HAD PROFOUND 
problems with the concept of patri- 
otism, in the United States or any- 

where  else. After all, it has  only one pur- 
pose: to make war. And I don't believe 
that killing people is ever a  solution, any 
more than I believe that the death penal- 
ty will  prevent murders. I like to think of 
myself as a future citizen of a world in 
which we will finally accept our share of 
the responsibility for reversing the global 
damage we've already done. 

I don't think patriotism has anything 
to do with  loving  one's country or the 
people in it. It's the cover  word for keep- 
ing the war machine tuned. Of course, 
the war machine doesn't run on patriot- 
ic  feeling alone. It runs  on the mountain 
share of our federal  budget that is devot- 
ed to  the military. It  runs on the will  of 
the greedy corporations that sometimes 
need "bombs bursting in  air," as well  as 
their usual economic bullying to insure 
that their profits  continue  to grow. And 
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it also runs on-although this is  less  talked  about-an omni- 
present, macho,  xenophobic,  misogynistic, know-nothing 
mindset among the majority of  our voting-age population. 
Despite  Watergate, Contragate, the SBrL and bank bailouts, 
misled  Kurdish  refugees,  global warming and oil spills in Alas- 
ka, many of us still buy into “our country right or wrong.” 
We are helped along in this more than we often realize by the 
bumbling machinations of our advertising, TV, tabloids and 
Hollywood  films.  As a black  woman and as a cultural critic 
who  doesn’t  have a large  investment in the status quo, I can 
afford to see  quite clearly that many aspects of our national 
culture, which  would appear superficially to have nothing to 
do with war, help to feed an aggressive,  killer-take-all perspec- 
tive on global affairs, hence the Persian Gulf debacle. 

* 
James Weinstein 
&titor, In These Times 

W ’HY WOULD THE NATION BOTHER TO DO A SPE- 
cia1 issue on patriotism? Dumb leftists will de- 
nounce the idea as a sham-the last refuge  of 

scoundrels and all  that.  Smart leftists will opine  that we are 
the only  real patriots, since we represent the  true best hope 
for the nation. It’s all so predictable. 

In fact, most Americans are patriots. We all love our 
country, even if for different  reasons. This is, after dl, the land 
of opportunity. You can get rich, either through hard work, 
luck or at other people’s  expense. It is the land of  democracy, 
the  country  that promises equality before the law and in the 
political process.  And it is the  land of liberty,  where  you can 
say  what  you  want,  write  what  you  please, go where you desire. 
There aren’t many other countries where  all these things are 
true, or even part of the official ideology. 

So why has patriotism become an issue? In  part because 
of the cold war, during which the advocacy of socialism, or 
ideas historically considered socialist, came to be associated 
with a particular nation-state defined as our enemy. In  that 
sense the cold  war  began  in 1917, when  Woodrow  Wilson de- 
fined  Russia  as a mortal threat to  our way of life. 

But also because the left has too often confused the gov- 
ernment, or the administration in office,  with the nation, and 
in the process  has identified more strongly with other 
nations-whether the Soviet Union, Vietnam or Nicaragua- 
than with our own. The flag burners and those who in the 
1960s thought that change in this country was going to be 
brought about by a revolutionary Third World  encircling the 
United States are good examples of this. These people not 
only hate our government,  which  is  entirely rational, but also 
have contempt fox Americans in general. To them politics is 
reduced  to mod posturing and exemplary  acts that may  make 
them  feel cleansed, but that feed into their own isolation as 
actors in the political process. 

The irony  is that every  successful  revolution has been made 
by movements that have  successfully  represented  themselves 
as acting in the best interests of their country-or as  the  true 
patriots. For the left to have a chance of  success in America, 

it, too, must learn first to see  itself this way, and then to 
convince the majority of people that its vision  is accurate. 

* 
David Weir 
senioredifm, Chliforniamagmine 

T HE PATRIOTIC TRADITIONS I VALUE ARE FOUND IN 
the cracks of the system, among the whistleblowers  in- 
side  government  agencies: the people  working for cor- 

porations who sometimes come up after I give an anticorpo- 
rate speech, hand me their card, smile and say  “call  me”; or 
the idealistic students who strll show up in  graduate  journal- 
ism school, believing that muckraking will make a difference. 

I like the fact that Americans feel at least some moral re- 
sponsibility  toward other countries, as revealed  in the response 
to “circle of poison”-type stones. People  here think it is wrong 
to ban something at home, then ship it overseas. It seems  un- 
American. That is a seam in the nationalistic system  where 
1 can operate comfortably, and  it works to  open more people 
to thinking in global terms. 

There are other things I value, and  that I miss  when  I’m 
overseas. Though it is easy to feel alienated here, and to read 
too much into others’ seemingly  blind patriotism, there is a 
kind of tolerance on  an individual level that  has not yet  been 
wiped out. Before a recent  baseball game, when the announcer 
asked the crowd to stand for the national anthem, I didn’t, 
preferring to munch my popcorn instead, and as near as I can 
tell,  in the eyes of my fellow fans I was perfectly welcome to 
take or leave the  anthem, remove my cap or keep  it on, stand 
up or stay seated. Nobody much gave a damn (or a lecture), 
and I like that  about Americans. 

Also, the  other day my 15-year-old daughter came in wear- 
ing her grandfather’s 1940 West Point sweater-it’s still in 
mint condition. One of my colleagues noticed it,  then noted 
her  large,  silver  peace-symbol earrings. “That  apple fell far 
from the tree,” she remarked. I like that  about America, too. 

* 
Nmmi Weisstein 
Frofessor of psychology, SUNI: Bzcfsalo 

I T’S PARTICULARLY HARD, THESE DAYS,  TO BE AT THE 
same time a feminist, a leftist and  a  patriot. We are ap- 
proaching the end of this horrific century with a  further 

descent into endless war. America is treatlng this nightmare 
as if it were a bar mitzvah-“today I am a man.” Masculin- 
ist  values, roaring from a wide range of thinkers, from neo- 
con Camille Paglia to Stormin’ Norman, are central to this 
complex. Pilots on aircraft carriers were shown porn movies 
before they took off on their bombing missions over Iraq. 
(Perhaps life imitated the  art of Top Gun, in  which one pilot 
speaks of the enemy to  another: “They must be near; I’ve got 
a hard-on.”) Automobile  commercials  glorify the competitive 
spirit of Deer  Hunter country  and Its football players, and 
make the connection between patriotism and masculine JOY. 

We can no longer ignore the connections between macho 
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and murder, between a  triumphal jingoism and the victimi- 
zation of the weak,  between the adoration of male  power and 
the sanctification of  world leaders who  would rather kill hun- 
dreds of thousands than risk the unmanly  ignominy of back- 
ing  down. There is much to admire in American culture; 
indeed, there is much that  the world admires in it,  and one 
can imagine a benign particularism that expresses a common 
cultural identity and a sense of connection. But today's pa- 
triotism seems to me the patriarchal justification for legally 
sanctioned  murder, and, as a feminist, I cannot envision a left- 
wing patriotism that overcomes  this. 

* 
Tom Wicker 
Columnist, The  New  York Times; author 

ATRIOTISM IS WORN IN THE HEART AND NOT ON 
a THE SLEEVE 

* 
GarryWills 
Auulor; journalist; profeseor, Northweslern University 

L OVE OF ONE'S COUNTRY SHOULD BE LIKE LOVE OF 
one's  spouse-a  give-and-take  criticism and affection. 
Although it is to be hoped one prefers  one's spouse to 

other people, we rarely  see anyone using  his or her spouse as 
the excuse to blackguard or defame all other men or women. 
Loyalty to the  one does not entail a denigration of all others. 

What masquerades as love  of country is often a cover for 
mere hatred and fear of other people and alien governments. 
One does not  prove that one loves  one's  wife by battering other 
women-yet we are asked to think it  a failure in patriotism 
if  we show  any  lack of enthusiasm for adding the sixty- 
thousandth casualty to Iraqi troops or to the civilian dead. 
This is not love but perversion, and  an insult to the nation in 
whose name such hatred is indulged. 

* 
Sheldon S. Wolin 
AU~YWP; editor 

N ATIONALISM APPEARS AS THE UNCRITICAL. AND 
hence manipulable, identification with  power. Its 
ideal end is national unity or the subordination of 

contested  social  differences. The gulf war reconfirms the men- 
ace of an idolatry so astonishing that it  allows a nation to be 
mobilized for no politically coherent purpose. It is powerful 
because  it  is  unthinking. Who ever deliberates about being  na- 
tionalistic? It appeals to a divided society because it prom- 
ises  inclusion-at a price. One puts aside  historical  grievances 
as well as contemporary wrongs. The divisiveness inherent in 
capitalism makes nationalism a necessity. 

Patriotism is commonly thought of as love  of one's coun- 
try and loyal obedience to its government.  Conservatives and 
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mainstream liberals  have no trouble with patriotism. Their 
interests/values coincide with those of “their”  country be- 
cause they  have the power to define simultaneously the pub- 
lic interest and  the rhetoric of patriotism. Since  they  know 
that they are likely to remain in power indefinitely, loyalty 
presents no problem. Theirs is a patriotism of  winners. 

Patriotism might be understood somewhat differently as 
a reasoned but critical allegiance to certain shared  values that 
define the kind of collective identity to which we would  want 
to think of ourselves as loyal. That identity would not cancel 
other loyalties but compete with them and they  with it. The 
question  provoked by that definition is  not Is that patriotism? 
but Is that kind of patriotism possible  any longer? 

The left has trouble with patriotism not because  it  is the 
party of humanity but because  it  is, nationally and interna- 
tionally, the  party of losers. It is linked  with the Democratic 
Party at home, with  socialism in Europe and with commu- 
nism of the past. But  it is also the party of losers because  it 
is afflicted  with a fashionable  skepticism that sees the elements 
of patriotism-loyalty, sharing, commitment to a particular 
society-as threats to  what many leftists have come to prize 
most, their special difference, so much so that each differ- 
ence-black, Asian, Latino,  feminist, gay, lesbian, etc.-needs 
its  own  special  “discourse”  to  (ex)communicate.  Civic  respon- 
sibility IS swallowed  by parochial loyalty to  a particularistic 
community constructed by a discourse that protests  exclusion 
while practicing it. The awful truth is that what is  loosely 
called “the  left” today may  be incapable of  any comprehen- 
sive identity. And that may  be a good thing-to a degree. 
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Is there an ideal of collectivity that cherishes differences 
and commonality, that takes pride in some of our history 
while accepting the  dark chapters? I would propose democ- 
racy: It is far less  exclusionary, in principle and practice, than 
nationalism, patriotism or  the ideology of capitalism. And 
because  everyone  is “in,” each is historically responsible for 
what the collectivity may do  to others in our name. Democ- 
racy owes a historic debt to America for the freedom that has 
enabled  democracy to survive,  even  if mainly as an endangered 
species.  Democracy can be patriotic, but only on condition 
that  the first loyalty is to it. 

* 
William Worthy and 
Deirdre Kapes Hiebert 
Jmmatist; ding  pfwor, H m a r d  University 
Research coUeague 

E VEN ON THE LIBERAL LEFT, IN AND OUT OF CON- 
gress, the prospects are dismal for politically signifi- 
cant opposition to future patriotic aggression abroad, 

whether of the high-visibility gulf war model, or in the low- 
mtensity-conflict  category.  In this connection, A. Philip Ran- 
dolph once pointed out  that in no European metropolis did 
any of the labor, socialist or communist parties ever take a 
principled position  against  their own nations’  imperialist wars. 

On  the lecture circuit, it is clear that what Randall Robin- 
son of TransAfrica calls Americans’ “withering ignorance’’ 
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cuts across all age groups and all levels of education.  Dumb 
shock, even disbelief, is the  common reaction when one cites 
the Congressional  Record of June 23,1%9,  listing  159 military 
interventions by virtually all U.S. Presidents, from 1798 to 
1942, in every corner of the globe.  Even greater dismay greets 
a reference to the 215 kindred interventions from 1946 to 1975 
(the figure is now up  to  about 300),  which are listed in the 
Brookings Institution’s  book Force without War. 

To expect enlightenment from the education system  (a high 
percentage of public school principals and superintendents 
twice  voted for Reagan) or from a press that  turns patriotically 
prostitute during every invasion of a Grenada or a Panama or 
an Iraq is to expect the imperial leopard to change  its  spots. 

None of this is new, nor is it peculiar to American neo- 
colonialism. Bertrand Russell  recalled that between grade 
school and university, he was taught three different configu- 
rations of foreign  enemies and friends to hate and love.  Today, 
with television, mass manipulation is possible overnight. 

Requisite “vaccinations” against Bush’s patriotic replay 
of  gunboat diplomacy are readily at hand for  those with the 
will to clear vision:  in The Nafion’s publication of a 1920 
N.A.A.C.P. report on the U.S. Marine  Corps  occupation of 
Haiti (which even today is imperially victimized);  in Dollar 
Diplomacy, a still-relevant 1925 study of U.S. imperialism in 
the  Caribbean by Scott Nearing and Joseph Freeman; in  the 
remarkable 1971 Arno Press/New York Times book TheElack 
Press Views Amerrcan Imperialism (1898-1900), about small- 
town Southern editors urging open resistance to U.S. involve- 
ment in  Cuba, the Philippines and the Boxer Rebellion; in 

Ramsey Clark’s call on  January 19 in Washington’s  Lafayette 
Park for  the dismantling of the U.S. military machine, with- 
out which more  North-South wars  would  be impossible; and 
in the fiery 1852 Fourth of July  speech by Frederick Douglas: 

What, to the Amencan slave, is your 4th of July? . . . TO him. 
your celebration is a sham; . . . your national greatness. swell- 
ing vanity; your sounds of rejoicing are empty and heartless; 
your  denunciation  of tyrants, brass fronted  impudence; . . . a 
thin veil to  cover up crimes which would  disgrace a nation  of 
savages.  There is not a nat~on on the earth guilty of practices 
more  shocking  and  bloody than are the people of the United 
States, at this very hour. 

It was Lord  Russell who  during  the Vietnam War put us on 
high alert that fascism will come to America  because, he said, 
America has  brought fascism to so many other countries. 
There might be a bit of hope of sidetracking that force of des- 
tiny if today we had a replica of those aging abolitionists who, 
at  the  turn of the century, came out of retirement to place 
“manifest destiny” in the framework of the slavery  they had 
fought so passionately to abolish. Today,  in moral terms,  they 
would  be warning, as  Eduard Benes did about dictatorships, 
that every imperialist nation  “looks strong until  the last five 
minutes.” Perhaps in a recent  speech, U.N. Development Pro- 
gram administrator William Draper 3d  glimpsed the approach 
of our crumbling  five-minute span when he proclaimed, “The 
developing  world [so much of which is now under U.S. neo- 
colonial control] is becoming a powder keg ready to explode.” 

* 

[/ We salute  THE NATION on its 125th  anniversary and 
particularly pay tribute to  Victor  Navasky-a  member 

of our  board of directors-for his leadership; and in 
memoriam  to  Professor  Thomas 1. Emerson. 
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Yevgeny Yevtushenko 
Savietpoet 

THE LOSS 

Russia has  lost Russia in  Russia. 
Russia searches for itself 

like a cut finger in snow, 
a needle in a hayloft, 

like an old blind woman madly  stretching  her  hand  in fog, 
searching with hopeless incantation for  her  lost milk  cow. 

We buried our icons. 
We didn't believe in our own  great books. 

We fight  only with alien grievances. 

Is it  true  that we didn't survive under  our own yoke, 
becoming  for ourselves worse than foreign enemies? 
Is it true  that we are doomed  to live only in the silk 
nightgown of idealism,  eaten by moths?- 

Or in numbered  prison robes? 

Is it  true  that epilepsy is our national  character? 
Or convulsions of pride? 

Ancient rebellions against new copper kopecks, 
Against  such foreign fruits as potatoes- 

Or convulsions of self-humiliation? 

now only a harmless  dream. 

Today's rebellion swamps  the  entire Kremlin 

Is it  true  that we Russians have only one unhappy choice? 
The ghost of Tsar Ivan the Terrible? 

So many  impostors.  Such "imposterity." 

Everyone is a leader, but no  one leads. 
We are  confused as  to which banners  and slogans to carry. 
And such a fog in  our heads 

like a mortal tide- 

Or  the  Ghost  of Ear Chaos? 

that everyone is wrong 
and everyone is guilty in everything. 

We already walked enough  in  such fog, 
in blood up  to  our knees. 
Lord, it's enough to punish us. 
Forgive  us, pity us. 

Is it  true  that we no longer exist? 
Or are we not yet born? 
We are  birthing now, 
But it's so painful to be born  again. 

March 1991 
Translated by James Reagan and the author 
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